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Summary

An investigation has been conducted in the static

test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel

to determine the internal performance of a hybrid

axisymmetric/nonaxisymmetric nozzle in forward-
thrust mode. Nozzle cross sections in tile sphcri-

cal convergent section were axisymmetric, whereas

cross sections in the divergent flap area were non-

axisymmetric (two dimensional). Nozzle concepts

simulating dry and afterburning power settings were

investigated. Both subsonic cruise and supersonic

cruise expansion ratios were tested for the dry power

nozzle concepts. Afterburning power configurations

were tested at an expansion ratio typical of subsonic

acceleration. The spherical convergent flaps were de-

signed in such a way that the transition from axi-

symmetric to nonaxisymmetric cross section oc-

curred in the region of the nozzle throat. Three dif-

ferent nozzle throat geometries were tested for each

nozzle power setting. High-pressure air was used to

simulate the jet exhaust at nozzle pressure ratios up
to 12.

Static internal thrust ratio, discharge coefficient,
and static pressure data indicate that the most ef-

ficient design (the highest level of internal thrust
ratio) requires convergence of the nozzle internal

cross-sectional area up to the divergent flap hinge,

thus allowing for the internal flow to pass through

the transition from axisymmetric to nonaxisymmet-

ric in a region of subsonic flow. This provides higher

thrust levels and discharge coefficients with more

two-dimensional lateral pressure distributions on the

nozzle divergent flaps.

Introduction

Many studies have shown that tile performance

of fighter aircraft would benefit from the incorpo-

ration of thrust-vectoring technology into their ex-

haust nozzles (refs. 1 to 13). Thrust vectoring can

allow aircraft to operate at lower speeds than con-

ventional aircraft (allowing short takeoff and landing

capability, see refs. 5 to 8) and at very high angles
of attack that occur during "super-maneuverability"

or post-stall maneuvering (rcfs. 9 to 13). One nozzle
design that lends itself to modifications for provid-

ing multiaxis thrust vectoring is the two-dimensional

convergent-divergent (2-D C-D) nozzle.

Several investigations into 2-D C-D multiaxis

thrust-vectoring nozzles have shown that by simul-

taneous deflection of the divergent flaps, pitch thrust

vectoring can be accomplished with small or no losses

in resultant thrust ratio, and resultant vector angles

equal to the geometric angle can be achieved (refs. 14

to 18). This can be attributed to the fact that the di-

vergent flaps provide large flow-turning surfaces, and

when deflected they typically force a physical shift in
the throat location that results in subsonic flow turn-

ing. Unfortunately, yaw thrust-vectoring capability

is not as easily integrated into a standard 2-D C-D

nozzle geometry as pitch thrust-vectoring capabil-

ity. Results from the static test facility of the Lang-
ley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel have shown that yaw

thrust vectoring typically results in decreased nozzlc

efficiency and resultant yaw vector angles lower than

the geometric angle (refs. 19 to 22). In addition, noz-
zles with multiaxis thrust-vectoring capabilities tend
to be much heavier than similar nozzles without these

capabilities.

A hybrid axisymmetric/nonaxisymmetric nozzle,

herein called tile spherical convergent flap (SCF) noz-

zle, has been designed to provide efficient simul-

taneous pitch and yaw thrust-vectoring capability

and reduced nozzle weight in comparison with other

2-D C-D multiaxis thrust-vectoring nozzles. (See

ref. 14.) The SCF nozzle accomplishes these tasks

with an axisymmetric convergent section coupled to a

nonaxisymmetric two-dimensional divergent section.

It provides yaw thrust vectoring by way of a gim-

balling mechanism integrated into the nozzle con-

vergent flaps. Pitch thrust vectoring is achieved by
simultaneous deflection of the upper and lower two-

dimensional divergent flaps. The nozzle weight is

reduced because the gimballing mechanism is inte-

grated efficiently into the structure of the axisym-

metric convergent section and the typical transition

section is deleted. The spherical convergent flaps

were designed in such a way that the transition from

axisymmetric to nonaxisymmetric cross section oc-

curred in the region of the nozzle throat.

In the design of the SCF nozzle, it was realized

that there were several options available for the tran-

sition geometry in the throat region. It was essential

to determine the internal geometry required for op-

timum performance in the forward-thrust mode be-

fore investigating the thrust-vectoring capabilities of

this nozzle design because a nozzle typically operates
in the forward-thrust mode during most of the flight

envelope. Investigations into the thrust-vectoring ca-

pabilities of the SCF nozzle have been conducted amt

results are reported in reference 14.

The present investigation was conducted in the
static test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Tran-

sonic Tunnel to determine the internal performance

of a hybrid axisymmetric/nonaxisymmetric nozzle
in forward-thrust mode. Nozzle cross sections in

the spherical convergent section were axisymmetric,

whereas cross sections in the divergent flap area were

nonaxisymmetric (two dimensional). Nozzle con-

cepts simulating dry and afterburning power settings



wereinvestigated.Both subsoniccruiseandsuper-
soniccruiseexpansionratiosweretestedfor thedry
powernozzleconcepts.Afterburning(A/B) power
configurationsweretestedat anexpansionratiotyp-
icalof subsonicacceleration.Threedifferentnozzle
throatgeometriesweretestedfor eachnozzlepower
setting,resultinginninedifferenttestconfigurations.
High-pressureairwasusedto simulatejet exhaustat
nozzlepressureratiosup to 12.

Symbols
A detaileddiscussionof the data reductionand

calibrationprocedurescanbe foundin references23
and24. Definitionsof propulsionrelationshipsused
in thisreportcanbe foundin reference24.

Ae nominal nozzle exit area, in 2

At measured nozzle throat area, in 2

Cd nozzle discharge coefficient, Wp/W i

F measured thrust along body axis,
lbf

F/F i internal thrust ratio

F i ideal iseutropic gross thrust, lbf,

PV (_ - _tgg t,j 459.67) -

g acceleration due to gravity

(lg _ 32.174 ft/sec 2)

ht nominal nozzle throat height, in.

L axial length of divergent flaps,
2.87 in.

NPR nozzle pressure ratio, Pt,j/Pa

(NPR)d design nozzle pressure ratio (NPR
for fully expanded flow at nozzle

exit)

local static pressure, psi

atmospheric pressure, psi

jet total pressure, psi

static pressure ratio

gas constant, 53.3643 if/°R

jet total temperature, °F

ideal weight-flow rate, lbf/sec,
+125

Atpt,j
/ 7g

+ 459.67)

measured weight-flowrate,ibf/sec

P

Pa

Pt,j

P/Pt,j

Rj

Tt,j

wi

Wp

2

wt nominal nozzle throat width,
3.05 in.

x axial distance from divergent flap

hinge to static pressure orifice

y horizontal distance from model

centerline to static pressure orifice

z vertical distance from model center-

line to static pressure orifice

a divergence angle of upper and lower

divergent flaps, deg

_/ ratio of specific heats, 1.3997 for air

¢ orifice radial angle, positive in

clockwise rotation looking upstream

(see fig. 5), deg

Abbreviations:

A/B afterburning

SCF spherical convergent flap

Sta model station, in.

2-D C-D two-dimensional convergent-

divergent

Apparatus and Methods

Description of Static Test Facility

Model testing was conducted in the static test fa-

cility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. The
model was located in a large room where the jet ex-

haust from a simulated single-engine propulsion sys-

tem was vented to the atmosphere. This facility uti-

lized the same clean, dry, high-pressure air supply
as that used in the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel and

a similar air control system, which included valving,

filters, and a heat exchanger (used to maintain a con-

stant temperature in the high-pressure plenum). A

remotely located control room contained the controls
for the airflow valves and a closed-circuit television

to observe the model when the jet was operating.

Simulated Single-Engine Propulsion

System

A sketch of the single-engine, air-powered nacelle
model on which the various nozzle models were tested

is presented in figure l(a). A photograph of the simu-
lated propulsion system is shown in figure 1 (b) with a

typical spherical convergent flap (SCF) configuration
installed.

An external high-pressure air system provided a

continuous flow of clean, dry air at a controlled tem-

perature of approximately 85°F. This high-pressure

air was varied during jet simulation up to about



12 arm. The modelwassecuredon a support
strut throughwhichthe pressurizedair wasrouted.
The air traveledthroughtubing in the strut into
a high-pressureplenumchamber.Fromtherethe
air wasdischargedperpendicularlyinto the low-
pressureplenumthrougheight multiholed,equally
spacedsonicnozzleslocatedaroundthehigh-pressure
plenum.(Seefig. l(c).) Thisairflowsystemwasde-
signedto minimizeany forcesincurredduringthe
transferof axialmomentumastheair ispassedfrom
the nonmetric(not on the balance)high-pressure
plenumto themetric (on thebalance)low-pressure
plenum.

A pairoffiexiblemetalbellows(shownin fig.i(c))
sealedthe air systembetweenthemetricandnon-
metric parts of the modeland compensatedfor
anyaxial forcecausedby pressurization.Thelow-
pressureair then passedfrom the circular low-
pressureplenumthrougha circularmultiple-orifice
chokeplate(flowstraightener)anda circularinstru-
mentationsection,whichwascommonfor all noz-
zlemodelstested. All nozzleconfigurationswere
attachedto theinstrumentationsectionat modelsta-
tion (Sta)39.OO.

NozzleDesign
An areareductionsection(shownin fig. 2) was

attacheddownstreamof the roundinstrumentation
sectionto decreasethe cross-sectionalareaof the
duct so that the ratio of duct areato nozzlegeo-
metricthroatareawouldcloselyresemblecurrenten-
gineafterburnerduct/nozzlesizing.It wasnecessary
to decreasethe duct areain orderto increasethe
ductMachnumberto anappropriatelevelof approx-
imately0.27,typicalofafterburningductsin current
turbojetengines.

All sphericalconvergentflap sectionswereat-
tachedto thedownstreamendof thereductionsec-
tion at station41.65.Thesphericalconvergentflap
sectionsformedthe transitionregionfrom axisym-
metricto nonaxisymmetriccrosssection.Theinter-
nalflowtraveledthroughtheaxisymmetriccompres-
sionregionandturnedovera lip ontoaplanarsurface
just upstreamof the hingefor the divergentflaps.
(Seefigs.3 and4.) The planarsurfacesof the up-
perandlowerconvergentflapsformedananglewith
respectto themodelcenterline.Threedifferentcon-
vergentflap throatanglesweretestedin this inves-
tigationfor bothdry powerandafterburning(A/B)
powerconfigurations.Similarinternalshapingin the
convergentflapregionformedthesidesof theSCF
nozzle,whichwereparallelto themodelcenterline.

For thedry powersettings,thethreeconvergent
flapthroatgeometriestestedwerecalledthe 18°, 0°,
and- 18° configurations.Thedesignationsof 18°, 0°,

and -18° camefromnominalanglesin the design
of theseconfigurations.The actualanglesof the
planarsurfacesbetweentheconvergentflap lip and
divergentflaphingevariedfromthesenominalvalues
becauseof fabricationprocesses.Theplanarsurfaces
of the 18° configuration(upperandlower)diverged
19°1r fromthemodeleenterlineon the downstream
sideofthesphericalconvergentflaplip andextended
to thedivergentflaphinge.

Theminimuminternalareaforthisconfiguration
hadathree-dimensionalirisshapethatwasupstream
ofthedivergentflaphingebetweenthehingeandthe
convergentflaplip. It wasnotpossibleto accurately
measurethisarea.Theplanarsurfacesof the0° con-
figurationweredesignedandmeasuredto beparal-
lel to the modelcenterlinebetweenthe convergent
flaplip andthedivergentflaphinge.Thiscreateda
constantareaductof two-dimensionalcrosssection,
providingapassageofminimuminternalareaforthe
nozzlethroat. Theplanarsurfacesof the -18° con-
figurationconverged(at a 15° angleto the model
centerline)fromtheconvergentflaplip to thediver-
gentflaphinge. This forcedtheminimumareato
occurat the divergentflaphinge(x = 0). Because
of difficultiesmeasuringthe minimumareaon the
18° configuration,thethroat areafor all dry power
configurationswasmeasuredat the divergentflap
hinge. This alsogivesa commonreferencepoint
for later comparisonof dischargecoefficientdata.
Notethat thesubsoniccruiseandsupersoniccruise
configurationsemployedthe samesphericalconver-
gentflapsectionsbut utilizeddifferentsetsof diver-
gentflaps.

FortheA/B powersettings,thethreeconvergent
flapthroatgeometriestestedwerecalledthe35°, 17°,
and0° configurations. The planar surfaces of the 35 °
configuration diverged 35°35 _ from the model center-

line on the downstream side of the spherical conver-

gent flap lip, extending to the divergent flap hinge.

The planar surfaces of the 17 ° configuration diverged
18° from the model centerline on the downstream

side of the spherical convergent flap lip, extending to

the divergent flap hinge. For both of these configu-
rations, the minimum geometric internal area had a

three-dimensional iris shape that was near the con-

vergent flap lip and extended over to the sidewalls.

Again, it was not possible to accurately measure this

area. The planar surfaces of the 0° configuration were

parallel to the model centerline between the conver-

gent flap lip and the divergent flap hinge. Again,
this created a constant area duct of minimum inter-

nal area for the nozzle throat. Because of difficul-

ties measuring the minimum area on the 35 ° and 17 °

configurations, the throat area for the A/B power

configurations was also measured at the divergent



flaphinge.Thedesignationsof35°, 17°, and0° came
fromnominalanglesin thedesignof theseconfigura-
tions.Theactualanglesof theplanarsurfacesagain
variedfromthesenominalvaluesbecauseof model
fabricationprocesses.

Thethroatangleof thesphericalconvergentflap
for adrypowerconfigurationchangedwhenthecon-
vergentflapswereopenedup to goto maximumA/B
operation.Therelationshipbetweenthethroatan-
glesof thedryandA/B powerconfigurationsforthe
SCFnozzleis explainedbelowfor the threegeome-
triesexamined.Theplanarsectionsof thespherical
convergentflapsformeda nominalangleof 18° with
thenozzlecenterlinewhenthenozzlewasoperating
at dry powerconditions.Whentheconvergentflaps
weremovedto openup thethroatareaof thenozzle
(to go fromdry to A/B power),the planarsurfaces
movedto an angleof 35°. Correspondingly, when

the planar sections of the convergent flaps formed an

angle of 0 ° with the nozzle centerline at dry power,

the flaps moved to an angle of 17 ° when in A/B

power. When the planar section of the convergent
flaps formed a nominal angle of -18 ° with the noz-

zle centerline in dry power, the flaps correspondingly
moved to an angle of 0° when in A/B power.

As stated earlier, nozzle throat areas were mea-

sured at the divergent flap hinge because of the dif-

ficulty of measurement of certain configurations and

in order to have a common reference point. These

measured areas are tabulated in figure 4. The dry
power nozzle configurations were tested at an ex-

pansion ratio of 1.35 (a = 4.58 °, (NPR)d = 5.03)
for a subsonic cruise nozzle and at an expansion ra-

tio of 2.00 (a = 12.86 ° , (NPR)d = 10.65) for a

supersonic cruise nozzle. The maximum A/B con-

figurations wcrc tested at an expansion ratio of 1.20

(a = 4.58 °, (NPR)d = 3.86). Of all the configura-

tions tested, only the -18 ° dry power configurations
had decreasing cross-sectional internal area all the

way to the divergent flap hinge plane.

Instrumentation

A thermocouple and a pressure probe located in

the high-pressure plenum supplied temperature and

pressure measurements used to calculate the weight-
flow rate of the high-pressure air supplied to the

model. A thermocouple was positioned in the in-

strumentation section to measure the jet total tem-

perature. A rake with five total pressure probes and

an additional total pressure probe were located in

the instrumentation section to measure the jet total

pressure. (See fig. l(a).) An average of the six jet to-

tal pressure measurements was used for tile jet total

pressure Pt,j. Measured values of the temperature
and pressure in the instrumentation section, along

with the measured nozzle throat area, were used to

compute the ideal weight-flow rate. Details of the

measured and ideal weight-flow rate calculations can

be found in reference 24. A six-component strain

gauge balance was used to measure the forces and
moments oil the model downstream of station 20.50.

The balance moment reference center was located on

the centerline at station 29.39.

A maximum of 49 static pressures were mea-

sured on the dry power configurations, and 48 static

pressures were measured on the A/B power con-
figurations. A total of 36 static pressure orifices

were located downstream of the divergent flap hinge.

Twenty-four orifices were located on the upper diver-

gent flap and 12 were located on the right sidewall.

Static pressure orifices were located on the top cen-

terline and side centerline of the nozzle convergent

flaps with two more orifices located just upstream of

the convergent flap lip (between the centerline and

the sidewall, shown in fig. 5). Static pressure ori-

fice locations were measured from the divergent flap
hinge plane (also considered to be the nozzle geo-

metric throat plane, x = 0) and were nondimension-

alized with respect to the divergent flap length L,

divergent flap half-width wt/2, or nozzle throat half-
height ht/2. These static pressure orifice locations

x/L, , and _ are presented in tables 1 to 3

and figure 5. Static pressure (P/Pt,j) data are given
in tables 4 to 12 for all configurations investigated.

Data Reduction

All data were recorded on magnetic tape and

taken in ascending order of Pt,j. Fifty frames of data,
taken at a rate of 10 frames per second, were used to

compute an average value for each data point. The

basic performance parameters used in the presenta-

tion of results were internal thrust ratio F/Fi, noz-

zle discharge coefficient Cd, and the ratio of internal

static pressure to the average jet total pressure P/Pt,j.
The internal thrust ratio F/F i is the ratio of

measured nozzle thrust along ttle body axis to ideal
thrust where ideal thrust is based upon measured

weight-flow rate Wp, jet total temperature Tt,j, and
nozzle pressure ratio NPR. The balance axial-force

measurement, from which the actual nozzle thrust F

is subsequently obtained, is initially corrected for bal-

ance interactions. Although the bellows arrangement
was designed to eliminate pressure and momentum

interactions with the balance, small bellows tares on

the six balance components still exist. These tares

result from a small pressure difference between the

ends of the bellows when internal velocities are high

and from small differences in the spring constants of
the forward and aft bellows when the bellows are



pressurized.Thesebellowstaresweredetermined
bytestingstandardaxisymmetriccalibrationnozzles
with knownperformanceovera rangeof expected
nozzlepressureratios. Thebalancedatawerethen
correctedin a mannersimilar to that discussedin
reference24to obtainthrustalongthebodyaxisF.

Losses included in the thrust term F, which cause

values of F/Fi to fall below 1.0, are caused by fric-

tion and pressure drags associated with the nozzle
hardware. In addition, overexpansion and under-

expansion losses occur when the nozzle is not op-

erating at the design nozzle pressure ratio. These

losses are caused by momentum losses incurred when

the velocity vectors at the nozzle exit plane are not

aligned with the thrust axis.

The nozzle discharge coefficient C d is the ratio

of measured weight-flow rate to ideal weight-flow
rate, where ideal weight-flow rate is dependent upon

jet total pressure Pt,j, jet total temperature Tt,j,
and measured nozzle throat area At. The measured

weight-flow rate wp was determined from the pro-
cedure given in reference 24. The nozzle discharge

coefficient reflects the efficiency with which a nozzle

passes weight flow and is reduced by any momentum

and vena contracta losses (ref. 25). Obviously, an

inaccurate measurement of the throat area (due to

three-dimensionality, for example) would bias values

of nozzle discharge coefficient. This bias cannot be

separated from actual changes in nozzle discharge co-

efficient related to the aforementioned phenomenon.

Test Procedure

All configurations were tested over a range of

nozzle pressure ratios (for dry power, 1.8 up to 12.1;

for A/B power, 1.8 up to 7.8), with NPR being
increased until a balance limit was reached. For all

configurations, data were taken in ascending order

of Pt,j, and the temperature in the high-pressure
plenum was held constant throughout the test at

85°F to prevent condensation in the divergent section

of the nozzle as the flow was expanded to ambient
conditions.

Results

There were nine spherical convergent flap config-

urations tested in this investigation (three dry power
subsonic cruise, three dry power supersonic cruise,

and three maximum A/B subsonic acceleration). In-

ternal thrust ratio, discharge coefficient, and inter-

nal static pressure distributions are presented in fig-

ures 6 to 11. Dry power data for both subsonic

(figs. 6 and 7) and supersonic (figs. 8 and 9) cruise

expansion ratios indicated that the -18 ° configura-

tions performed the most efficiently (hacl the highest

peak internal thrust ratio) of the three throat de-

signs. Correspondingly, the afterburning power data

(figs. 10 and 11) indicated that the 0° configuration
attained the highest performance of the three A/B

power throat geometries tested. Similar trends were
seen in the discharge coefficient data. (The highest

levels of discharge coefficient were measured on the

-18 ° dry power concept and the 0 ° A/B power con-

cept. For the other configurations tested, however,
it cannot be determined whether the increased losses

in Cd were due to the actual nozzle efficiency or to
the incorrect measurement of the actual nozzle throat

area.) Recall from the discussion of nozzle geometry
that these are corresponding configurations. (When

the convergent flaps are opened up, the -18 ° dry

throat transitions to the 0° A/B throat.)

For the dry power subsonic cruise configurations,

the -18 ° concept achieved a peak internal thrust

ratio of 0.988 at a nozzle pressure ratio of 6. (See

fig. 6(a).) This nozzle pressure ratio corresponds to

an effective expansion ratio of 1.47, which is higher

than the geometric expansion ratio (AJAr = 1.35,

(NPR)d -- 5.03). This difference between design and

effective expansion ratio suggests that the effective
nozzle throat area was smaller than the measured

throat area. Values for discharge coefficient (pre-

sented in fig. 6(b)) remained nearly constant at a
level near 0.965 over the nozzle pressure ratio range

tested, about 2 percent lower than comparable 2-D

C-D nozzles (refs. 15 and 18 to 20). The 0 ° throat
concept attained its peak performance between a

nozzle pressure ratio of 6 and 7. Therefore, the effec-

tive expansion ratio of this configuration was between

the values of 1.47 and 1.59, again higher than the geo-

metric expansion ratio. The discharge coefficient for

this configuration was at a value of approximately
0.936, almost 3 percent lower than that for the -18 °

configuration.

The peak internal thrust ratio for the 18 ° con-

figuration occurred near a value of 0.972 at a noz-

zle pressure ratio of 8. This is a loss of 1.6 percent

in peak thrust ratio when compared with the -18 °

configuration. Again, the effective expansion ratio

(corresponding to the NPR at peak F/Fi) of 1.71 is

higher than the geometric value. A nearly constant
value of 0.836 was measured for the discharge coef-

ficient of this configuration, almost 13 percent lower

than for the -18 ° throat angle.

An examination of static pressure data (presented

in fig. 7) indicated several possible reasons for the

lower internal performance levels and lower values

of discharge coefficient on the 0° and 18 ° subsonic
cruise throat concepts when compared with the -18 °

concept. All three concepts exhibited supersonic

flow at and downstream of the divergent flap hinge.



Internalstaticpressuredistributionsalongthecon-
vergentanddivergentflapcenterlinesandat several
spanwiselocationson the divergentflap indicated
that the -18 ° subsoniccruiseconfigurationgener-
ally had higherlevelsof static pressure(figs.7(a)
and 7(b)) and more two-dimensional flow patterns

downstream of the nozzle throat (fig. 7(c)). Lateral

pressure distributions on the divergent flaps (fig. 7(c))

had little variation as compared with the 0 ° and 18 °

configurations, indicating a well-behaved, nearly two-

dimensional flow. The 0° and 18 ° configurations had

much higher values of static pressure ratio (lower

flow velocities) near the sidewalls just downstream

of the divergent flap hinge, suggesting highly non-

uniform flow exiting the lip region. It is likely that

the shapes of the nozzle throats (the location at

which P/Pt,j = 0.528) of the 0° and 18 ° configura-
tions were more three dimensional than that of the

-18 ° nozzle concept, and it follows that flow non-

uniformities and thrust losses would be higher.

A shift upstream in nozzle throat location to an
effective area that is smaller than the measured noz-

zle throat area (which was measured at station 43.74

for dry power configurations for the divergent flap
hinge) would lead to lower levels of discharge coef-

ficient as well as higher effective expansion ratios.
Both of these results were seen in the nozzle internal

performance data presented in figure 6. Decreased

C d suggests an effectively lower nozzle throat area
than the measured value of At used in data reduc-
tion. Recall from an earlier discussion that the min-

imum internal area on the 18 ° configuration had a

three-dimensional shape that could not be measured
accurately. If the minimum geometric nozzle internal

area could have been measured, Cd would probably

be higher than the values presented herein.

The fairing of the static pressure distributions

along the sidewall centerline through the sonic throat

region on either side of the divergent flap hinge

(fig. 7(d)) was not well-defined by data. However,
it appeared that the sonic condition occurred far-

ther upstream for the 18° configuration than for the
0 ° and -18 ° configurations. Nozzle geometry con-

siderations, in combination with discharge coefficient

data and sidewall static pressure distributions, indi-

cate that the nozzle throat of the 18° configuration

formed farther upstream than the sonic location for

the 0° and -18 ° configurations.

Although not shown, the two values of static pres-

sure ratio measured just upstream of the convergent

flap lip, off the centerline (see tables 4 to 6), indi-
cated that at that location the Mach number was

less than 0.6 (P/Pt,j > 0.781) for all three subsonic
cruise configurations. Static pressure values just up-

stream of the divergent flap hinge on the centerline

indicated that the flow is supersonic for all config-
urations. Therefore, the sonic plane formed some-

where between the convergent flap lip and the diver-

gent flap hinge. If in fact the physical throat on the

0°and 18°configurations is located farther upstream

than that of the -18 ° configuration, then supersonic

flow is passing through a larger portion of the transi-

tion section from axisymmetric to nonaxisymmetric.

This might have been another reason for the higher

thrust losses. The -18 ° configuration decreased in

cross-sectional area all the way to the divergent flap

hhage. AS would be expected, this helped to force the

sonic plane to form close to this hinge, allowing for

the internal flow to pass through the transition from

an axisymmetric cross section to a nonaxisymmetric

cross section at subsonic speeds. Therefore, the -18 °

configuration had a more uniform flow pattern (and
therefore less thrust loss) than the patterns for the

0 ° and 18 ° configurations.

Similar data trends were seen for the dry power

supersonic cruise concepts. (See figs. 8 and 9.) This
might be expected when considering that the sub-

sonic cruise and supersonic cruise Configurations with

the same throat angle employed identical spherical

convergent flap sections. Effective expansion ratios

for these three configurations were also higher than
the geometric expansion ratio of 2.00. This was ob-
vious because none of the internal thrust ratio curves

had reached their peak at the corresponding design

nozzle pressure ratio of 10.65. As the internal perfor-

mance curves approached their peaks, the values of

F/Fi for the -18 ° concept were greater than those

for the 0° and 18 ° configurations. The discharge cop
efficient was at approximately the same level for the

supersonic cruise concept as for the corresponding
subsonic cruise concept with the -18 ° configuration

having a higher Cd than both the 0° and 18 ° config-

urations. Static pressure distributions followed the

same trends as the subsonic cruise concepts.

Recall from a previous discussion that as the con-

vergent flaps are opened up to increase the nozzle

throat area in going from dry to afterburning power,

the -18 ° dry power configuration would correspond
to the 0° A/B power nozzle. Data trends for internal

thrust ratio and discharge coefficient for A/B power
configurations due to varying nozzle throat geometry

(fig. 10) were similar to those for the dry power data.

The 0° configuration performed the most efficiently

of the three concepts tested. The nozzle peak inter-

nal thrust ratio for the 0° A/B power configuration

(F/Fi = 0.988, shown in fig. 10(a)) occurs near a noz-

zle pressure ratio of 4 (NPR)d = 3.86, Ae/At = 1.20).

The discharge coefficient leveled out at F/F/_ 0.950

over most of the nozzle pressure ratio range tested.

The 17° throat configuration reached a peak value

6



of F/Fi of 0.979 at a nozzle pressure ratio near 5.
The effective expansion ratio for this NPR is 1.35,

higher than the geometric expansion ratio. A value

of F/Fi of 0.904 was measured for the discharge co-
efficient for this concept. The lowest value of peak

performance was measured on the 35 ° throat config-

uration at F/Fi = 0.973 for a nozzle pressure ratio

of 6. This suggests an effective expansion ratio of

1.47, again higher than the geometric value of 1.20.

Also, the lowest values of discharge coefficient (ap-

proximately 0.847) were measured on this configura-

tion for the A/B power throat areas.

Again, it is likely that the physical throat area is
less than that measured for the 35 ° and 17 ° configu-

rations. This would give some reason for the large

losses in discharge coefficient. However, the mea-
sured throat area has no effect on internal thrust ra-

tio. Losses in peak internal thrust ratio are due to

flow nonuniformity and the resultant increased vis-

cous effects in the transition region.

Static pressure distributions for the maximum

A/B power configurations are presented in figure 11.
The 0° concept generally had higher levels of static

pressure downstream of the divergent flap hinge

(figs. ll(a) and ll(b)) and lower levels of flow nonuni-
formity (fig. ll(c)) than those for the 17° and 35 °

configurations. However, for the 0 ° configuration,

lateral static pressure distributions on the divergent

flaps (diamond symbols) did exhibit nonuniform flow

patterns. Flow velocities near the sidewall were at
a lower level than those near the nozzle centerline.

Lateral static pressure distributions for the 0° A/B

power configuration were similar to those for the 0°
dry power configurations presented in figures 7(c)

and 9(c). (See the square symbols.) These flow
nonuniformities disappeared about halfway down the

divergent flap.

Sidewall centerline static pressure distributions

presented in figure ll(d) for the A/B power con-

figurations were markedly different from those for
the subsonic cruise configurations (fig. 7(d)). The

sonic condition occurred farther upstream for the

A/B power configurations (near x/L = -0.12), and
there was little difference in the distributions up-

stream of the divergent flap hinge for the three ge-

ometries tested. All three configurations exhibit a

slight flow compression at x/L between -0.1 and

0.1, and the 0° configuration had a subsonic bubble

(P/Pt,j = 0.531) observed at x/L = 0.104. This bub-
ble is probably a small recirculation region of sepa-

rated flow just downstream of the sonic throat. Note

that on this configuration, flow near the sidewall on

the divergent flap surface at x/L -- 0.104 was super-

sonic (P/Pt,j = 0.396 in fig. ll(c)).

The flow complexities caused by these A/B power

throat geometries (none of which converged all the

way to the divergent flap hinge) resulted in some

flow nonuniformity downstream of the divergent flap

hinge on all three configurations. However, discharge
coefficient levels for the 0° A/B power configuration

were higher than those for the 17 ° and 35 ° configura-

tions. Similarly, the 0° A/B power configuration had

a higher peak internal thrust ratio than the other two

A/B power configurations tested. Note that although
the peak internal thrust ratio of the 0 ° A/B power

configuration was at the same level as that of the cor-

responding -18 ° dry power subsonic cruise configu-

ration, the discharge coefficient was about 1.5 per-
cent lower. These results indicate that for maximum

performance and minimum flow distortion, the con-

vergent flap geometry must provide for convergence
of the flow all the way to the divergent flap hinge

plane.

Concluding Remarks

An investigation has been conducted in the static

test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel
to determine the internal performance of a hybrid

axisymmetric/nonaxisymmetric nozzle in forward-
thrust mode. Nozzle cross sections in the spheri-

cal convergent section were axisymmetric, whereas

cross sections in the divergent flap area were non-

axisymmetric (two dimensional). Nozzle concepts

simulating dry and afterburning power settings were

investigated. Both subsonic cruise and supersonic

cruise expansion ratios were tested for the dry power

nozzle concepts. Afterburning (A/B) power configu-
rations were tested at an expansion ratio typical of

subsonic acceleration. Three different nozzle throat

geometries were tested for each nozzle power setting.

High-pressure air was used to simulate the jet ex-
haust at nozzle pressure ratios up to 12.

Results of this investigation indicate that the

highest performance levels are obtained when the
nozzle internal cross-sectional area decreases through

the convergent flap section of the nozzle up to the di-

vergent flap hinge plane. This type of design allows
for more two-dimensional uniform flow patterns on

the divergent flaps and a higher static pressure re-

covery. Although the 0° A/B configuration does not
have convergence of the cross-sectional area to a min-

imum at the divergent flap hinge, it still had better

performance and higher discharge coefficients than

those configurations that geometrically diverged up-

stream of the divergent flap hinge.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
October 25, 1990
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Table 1. Static Pressure Orifice Locations for Dry Power
Subsonic Cruise Configurations

(a) Static pressure orifices in top view with wt -- 3.05 in.

Values of _ at--

x/L = 0 x/L = 0.262 x/L = 0.525 x/L = 0.803

-0.604
- .490
-.381
-.280
-.191
-.117
-.007

.104
.191
.295
.469
.712
.921

0.104
.191
.295
.469
.712
.921

0.104
.191
.295
.469
.712
.921

0.104
.191
.295
.469
.712
.921

(b) Static pressure orifices in side view
with ht ----1.31 in.

Values of z at--

x/L -- 0 x/L = 0.916

-0.558
-.456
-.360
-.131

.105

.192

.296

.470

.714

.923

0.105
.192
.296
.470
.714
.923
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Table2. StaticPressureOrificeLocationsfor Dry Power
SupersonicCruiseConfigurations

(a)Staticpressureorificesin top viewwith wt = 3.05 in.

Values of wt_ at--

x/L = 0 x/L = 0.262 x/L = 0.525 x/L = 0.803
-0.604

-.490
-.381
-.28O
-.191
-.117
-.007

•102
.187
.289
.459
.697
.900

0.102
.187
.289
.459
.697
.900

0.102
.187
.289
.459
.697
.900

0.102
.187
.289
.459
.697
.900

(b) Static pressure orifices in side view
with ht = 1.31 in.

Values of z
at--

x/L = 0 x/L = 0.916

-0.558
-.456
-.360
-.131

.105

.192

.296
.470
.714
.923

0.105
.192
.296
.470
.714
.923
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Table 3. Static Pressure Orifice Locations for Maximum

Afterburning Power Configurations

(a) Static pressure orifices in top view with wt = 3.05 in.

Values of _ at--

x/L = 0 x/L -- 0.262 x/L = 0.525 x/L = 0.803

-0.499

-.385

-.276

-.176

-.087

-.007

.104

.191

.295

,469

.712

.921

0.104

.191

.295

,469
.712

.921

0,104

.191

.295

.469

.712 •

.921

0.104

.191

.295

.469

•712
•921

(b) Static pressure orifices in side view

with ht = 2.29 in.

Values of z
at--

x/L = 0 x/L = 0.524

-0.453

-.352
-.255

- .077

.105

.192

.296

.470

.714

.923

0.105

.192

.296

,470

.714

.923
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Table4. StaticPressureRatiosfor 18° Dry PowerSubsonicCruiseConfiguration

(a) Orificeslocatedonnozzlecenterlineanddivergentflap

NPR

1,821

1,gq9
2.512
3.005

3°504
4.014
'5,015
6,018
7.007

8o01_
10.031
I0.9Qq

y/(wt/2) = 0

x/L

-.004 -.490 -.381 -.280 -.191 -.117 -.007 .104 .191 .295 .469 .712 .921

.985 .g83 ,g8% .083 ,_73 .q60 ,383 .36Q ,38_ .408 .434 .478 .515

• Q87 ._84 ,987 .083 .g76 .g58 ,370 ,3|I .330 .346 .382 .632 ,47_

._86 ._82 .q87 .q8_ .074 ,q_g .307 ,253 .227 .210 .17q ._8 .371

.986 ._85 ,087 .083 ,gT_ .q57 ,305 ,249 .275 .20g ,17g .180 .304

.985 .qS_ .98P ,#83 .g74 ,_59 .300 .246 ,2?3 .20g ,179 .180 .21_

•g85 oq85 ,q88 .983 .g?5 .959 .Sg? .?44 ._3 .20B o17g .180 .233
•_85 ,085 ,_88 ,Q83 ,gT_ .958 ,280 ,_4_ .2_ ,?0_ ,_Tg ,_77 ,23_

.g85 ,q86 ,Q88 ,q83 .075 .959 .290 ,241 .225 ,_I0 ,179 .176 .230

._85 .q8b ,Q87 ,083 .g75 .958 ,286 ,242 .228 .212 ,180 .175 .279
• _95 .g85 °g87 .0B2 .075 .q_g .27_ .242 ._q .717 .180 .I?_ .2_0

.985 .o86 .087 .qS? .q74 ,05A ,26_ .244 .227 .20q ,170 .I?4 .22q
• g85 ,q85 ,q87 .082 .976 ._58 .257 .244 .227 ._Og .170 .I75 .?_9

NPR

-1.821 .t_o ,340 .?oO °513
l,qgg .311 ._04 .264 ._9_

2,512 ._3 .?0_ .221 ,487

3.005 ,_ .200 .220 ._5

5.015 .24t .106 .??_ ._60
6.01 _ ._1 .201 .222 ,_Sq
7.007 .2_? ._1_ ._ ._61

8.014 .?_? .271 ,222 .463

10.031 .Z_ ,2l_ .2Z3 ._6_

lO.qqO .2_ .?17 .224 ,_63

x/L - 0.104 x/L - O.191 x/L = 0.295

Y/(Wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

,_8q

,330

.227

.225

,223
,223

,_23

.228

.2_q

.Z27

.227

.374 ._32

.321 ,316
,2_5 .303
.275 .30_

._25 .307
.225 ._0_

.224 ,_07

• 222 ,301

._o ._8_

• 21_ ._B_

• _11 .287
.71_ .788

,467

,434
• 400

• 3qg

• 397

• 3Oh
.'_g5

.3Q5

.3Q6

.3q_7
• '_97

.346 .337 .356 .395
• 21_ ._3 ,356 ,310

• 209 ._24 .358 .307

• 20_ ._27 .356 ,305

• 20_ .276 .3_1 .303
._I0 .2_0 .342 .302
,212 .712 .323 .30;
• 21_ ,205 .31q ,301

• 20q .lq8 ,325 .]02
.20g .19g .326 .302

NPR

x/L = 0._9 x/L = 0.712 x/L = 0.921

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/wt/2

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

I oqq .382 ._Tn ._16 .&5_
2.512 .170 .17l ,_56 ._R5

3.005 ,170 ,I_ .25_ .?R3
3.504 ,170 .174 ,75_ .2M?

_,014 .l?q .]_ ._5_ .282

5,015 .IV_ .I_4 .253 ._0

6.018 ,i?o .171 .2_8 .277

8,01_ .I_0 .1_0 ,_I ._0

10.031 .I 70 ,I_ 1237 ,P6fl

lO.OqO .170 .15q .237 .?6q

.478 .478 .502 .51&

.&37 .47o .456 .&53

._58 .lOB .lq3 .208

.l_h .162 .101 .20_

.18_ .1_3 .lql .20q

.IRO .163 .lql .20q

.177 ,16& .lOl .708

.17& .162 .18q ._n&

.174 .1SO .185 .lOg

.174 .1SO .182 .lg6

.175 ,l_O .IA3 .lq7

• 515 ._Ig .537 .543

.&7_ .&77 .&q3 .401
• 371 .381 .355 ._qO

• 30& ,303 .306 .30|
._35 .276 .16_ ,158

.233 ._I_ .152 ,157

• 231l .20q .153 .157

• >30 ,_I? .152 ,157

• 2_0 .220 .152 .157

.22g ._26 ,152 .155

• 22g ._33 .153 .154

._2_ .231 .15_ ,1_
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Table4. Concluded

(b) Orificeslocatedonnozzlesidewallandconvergentflap lip

NPR

1.821

loqqq
2.512
3. 005
3.504
k,O]4
5,015
6.018
7,007
8,01_,

I0,031

10, qQq

z/(ht/2) = 0

x/L

-.558 -.456 -.360 -.131 .105 .102 .206 .470 .714 .023

•q83 ,972 ,0_ ,637 ._8q ,476 .441 .4B4 .50q ,539

.OB2 .q73 .qSl .632 .380 .466 ,419 ,474 ,446 ,4RB

• q83 .@70 ,qso ,6_0 .341 .385 .365 ,287 ,277 ,376
,@82 .973 .952 .631 .339 ,383 .362 .286 ,21_ ,308

,@82 .974 ,95_ .631 .33q ,383 ,362 .285 .Z12 ,183

•@82 ,974 ,952 .633 ,339 ,385 ,361 ,_85 ,21_ ,161

•q82 .o74 ,q51 ,633 .338 ,389 .359 .284 ,211 .160

•q81 ._76 ,952 .633 ,337 .386 ,358 ._82 ,_I0 ,160

,o81 .Q76 ,957 ,633 ,338 .392 ,356 ,_79 .208 ,160

• qB] .qTS .qSO ,633 ,336 °3_5 ,357 ,278 ,206 ,160

.gSO .g76 .qSO .633 .335 ,393 ,3_7 .Z78 .205 .161

,980 ._?7 ,qSO ,633 ,336 ,3_1 ,355 ,_77 ,205 ,161

NPR

z/(ht/2) = 0.916

x/L

.105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

].oqo ._38 .44a ._25 ,466 .442 .401
2,512 ,_10 ._00 ,336 .TR_ ,_08 ,375

3.005 .509 ,3_7 ,333 ,284 ,_07 .304
3.504 ._q ._o_ .333 ._83 ,207 .160

4.014 .50 o ._06 .332 .?P2 .Z_R .i_0

5.015 ._Oq ._03 .3_i .gPO .207 .1_0

b. Ol_ .511 ._q2 .g30 .2_7 ._04 .I_O

7.007 .5_5 ,3o3 .3_B ,_2 .1_0 ,150

I_.031 .517 ._00 .3_1 ._68 .104 ,I_7
lO.gqq ,RI_ .30_ *_0 ._6 O .]q5 ._7

NPR

¢,deg

0 33 66

l.mff_ .3B3 .,60 o8m9

l.gqO .370 .P63 ._88

m.517 .307 .ffSo .887

3.005 ._05 .861 °88g

_.5_4 .300 ._61 .88q

4.014 ._q2 ."6Z .flSq

5.015 .289 .859 .888

6.Olm ._00 .P61 .RBm

?.007 .2R6 ."60 .8_8
_._4 .2 v& ,m60 ,887

10.0_1 ,26? .860 .m_7

]O.qOg ._57 .860 .887
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Table 5. Static Pressure Ratios for 0 ° Dry Power Subsonic Cruise Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

yl(wt 12)= 0

x/L

NPR -.604 -.400 -.381 -.280 -.191 -.117 -.007 .104 .191 .295 .469

I, 806

2,002

2,511

3,002

3. 507

4,005

5,008

6,012

7.010

8.006
10.004

11o003

,OBO

.q3'q
,97q

.qS0

,q80

,O80

,q81
.qfl0

,q80

,OBO

.980

,q80

.q?A ,q80 .q75 .q66
.q?q ,q81 ,q76 ,q?0
,q?? ,@81 ,976 .q70
,q80 ,q82 .q76 ,qbq
.q81 ,q8Z °q?8 .q6q
.q_l ,g82 ,qT? ,q6q

,qS0 ,q83 tq78 ,q?O

,qSl ,g83 ,q78 .qbq

,q81 ,q83 ,QT_ ,qTO

.q80 .q83 .q?8 ,g6q
,q81 ,q83 ,q78 ,qTO
.qSl .982 .q?7 ,q?O

712 .921

.q4b ,_36 .26_ ._90 .203 .326 ,493 ,543
,q46 ,234 ,?6q .287 ,291 ,264 ,444 ._06
,948 ,239 .264 .280 ,288 ,262 ,288 ,3Z7
,qhq ._35 ,260 .276 ._85 .262 ,?8B ,234

.q4q ,234 .2_6 .773 ,_83 ,_61 o2_8 ,234

,q49 ,233 ,254 ,271 ,282 .261 ,_8 .234

.q4q .Z26 .250 ,_69 .E82 ,261 .287 ,E33

.950 .271 ,_46 .26q .785 .Z61 °?88 ,_33

.950 ._20 ,242 ,?74 .287 .E60 .280 .E32

.q4q .220 ._44 .275 .288 ,260 .287 .232
,q49 ,21_ .244 .275 .790 ,761 .286 ._31
.q_O ,218 ,743 ,273 ,_89 ,261 .2q5 .27q

NPR

x/L = O.104 x/L = O.191 x/L • 0.295

yl(wtl2 ) yl(wt/2) yl(wtl2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

,?03 ,3P8 ,339 ,336

.?ql .327 .339 ,333

.788 .324 .337 .332

._85 ,373 .336 ,3_q

.283 ,320 .33_ .377

,_82 .318 ,337 ,32?
,787 ,316 .331 .375

.?_5 .314 ,330 .375

.287 ,316 ,326 ,323
,788 ,320 .326 .37Z
,_qO .32_ ,320 ,3_3
.78O .31q ,_27 ,372

l,RO5 .760 ,2_4 .41q .4_1

2,002 ,26q ,254 .44q .4_q

?.511 ._ .PSO .43q .446
3,00_ ,_6_ ,?4q .4_6 ,445

3.501 ._6 .245 ,43_ ._45
4.00_ .254 ._67 .460 .445
5.008 .2_0 ,_50 .436 .4_?

7,010 ,742 ,743 ,421 .44b
_.00_ ,_4_ ,2_3 ,414 .444

,_O0 .3_q .%01 .407
._87 .37O .401 .407
.280 .32% .3Oq .40b
.276 ,I72 .306 .405

,_73 ,3_O ._O2 .406

,271 ,371 .3q2 .406

,_6q .326 ._gO ,406

,_60 .331 .3Bq .405

,_76 .3_0 .381 .405
._75 .3_B .380 .404
._75 .3_4 .3_6 .402
,_73 ,354 ,_87 .400

NPR

x/L = 0.469 x/L = 0.712 x/L = 0.921

y/(wt/2) Y/(Wt/2) Y/(Wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .OOG .262 .525 .803

1.80_ ,3Pb .754 .250 ,?R3

?,007 ._64 ,_46 .24R .776

2,511 ,PbP ,264 .265 .770

3.0n_ ._62 .24& .24_ .26P

3.507 .?_I ,_44 ._47 .764
4.0_5 ._61 ,_4 .2&l .764
5.00n ,261 ,_4 .230 ,P67

h,O12 .P_I .243 .238 ,26_

7.010 ._6_ ._64 ,23q .261

8,006 .76_ ._45 ,?_q ,260

10.00_ ._bl .745 .247 ,768

11.003 .?bl ,?_ .24t ,26_

,4q_ .4q7 .4qo .4qA
.444 ,43_ .42P ,451

,_88 ,244 .?t6 .?I?
.2_8 .245 .214 .211

.2fl8 ,247 ,215 .210

,_B8 ,_47 .213 .?no
,2a? ,246 ._I _ ,20_

,788 .2_2 ._II .2o8
._8_ ,236 .?I0 .20P

,?B? .232 .20q .208
.286 ,271 .706 ,20 v
.785 ,2_6 .20_ .?OO

.543 .548 .550 ._38

.506 .qOq .516 ,48q

,327 .316 .361 .379

.23 & ._30 ,_33 ,_74

,234 ,_28 ,?_0 ,178

._34 ,?Z8 ,730 .178

.233 .227 ,22g .t?_
,733 .227 .230 .176

._32 ,_26 ,230 .175

.237 ,_26 .730 ,175

._31 .227 .231 ,170

.27q .276 .730 ,17_
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Table 5. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

NPR

z/(ht/2) = 0

x/L

-. 558 -. 456 -. 360 -. 13,1 .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1.806 .q72 ,q61 .q45 .726 .46q .378 .352 .330 ,472 .520

,002 .q74 .062 .045 .7_8 .467 ,378 .351 ,201 .448 ,473.511 .975 .q62 ,g42 .725 .466 ,375 .340 .?Rq .282 ,376

3.002 .074 .064 .045 .728 .666 °3?4 ,348 ._ .206 .30_
3,507 .q76 .q65 .946 .730 .466 .372 .349 .286 .205 .172

4,005 .075 ,066 .Q46 .729 .467 .370 .347 .286 ,205 .171
5.008 .974 .q65 ,q45 .72B .466 .36B .346 .284 .204 .170

6.012 .975 .967 .046 ,?Z8 .466 ,368 ,345 .284 .201 .169

7.010 .975 .067 .q46 ,728 .665 ,36g .348 .282 .19q .169
8,006 ,974 ,_66 ,q45 ,777 .664 .367 ,345 ._82 ,lqq .Ibq

10,00_ .974 ,967 .945 .726 ,465 .360 .347 ,_81 ,lqq .lbR
11.003 .974 .968 .945 .778 .464 .367 .342 .282 .200 ,168

z/(h t/2) = 0.916

x/L

NPR .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1,806 .464 .&17 .t55 .31q .676 .524
?.002 ,463 ,_16 .355 ,273 .646 .474
2,511 .4_1 ,414 .t5_ ,271 .252 .375
3,002 ._60 ._13 ,t55 .?6q .207 .305!

t.507 .46] ,416 .355 .P67 ._05 ,17_

4,005 ,4_1 ,415 ,t56 .267 ._4 ,172

5,008 .4_0 .413 .355 .265 .203 ,177
6.012 .46t .413 .t_ .P64 .202 .t?O
7.0tO .46_ ,41_ .t_4 ._62 .20_ .170

8.00_ .4_2 .413 .353 .262 .202 .1_9
10.004 .667 ,408 ._SI ,770 .202 ,1_

II,003 .46_ .407 .3_0 ,_66 .20! .168

I0,004 .46Z ,407 ,350 .266 ._03 ,168

NPR

1."06

_,002
2.511
3.00_

3,507
4.00_

5,00_
6,012

7.010

8.006

I0.004

11.003

I0,994

¢,deg

0 33 60

.736 .805 .896
,Z34 ,804 .807
• 23q .B03 .8ql
.715 .PO1 .893
.234 .805 .8q4
• 233 ,805 .8q3

• _26 *P0! .893
• 221 .803 .893

• _0 .804 .8q?
• _20 .803 .891

.?15 .804 ._q2
• _1_ .803 ,891

• _lq .803 .891
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Table 6. Static Pressure Ratios for -18 ° Dry Power Subsonic Cruise Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

NPR

yl(wt/2) = 0

x/L

-.604 -.400 -.381 -.280 -.191 -.117 -.007 .104 .191 .295 ,469 .112 .921

1.815 .976 .q76 .979 .q?3 .q60 .041 .IR3 1322 .384 .357 °263 .462 .541

2,017 ._26 .qT_ ,q79 .q?3 .968 ,q42 .|?0 ,321 .382 ,3_6 ,264 .3q4 ,468

2.497 ,_Tq ,_76 ,_81 .q?5 .967 ,q_ ,165 .321 .380 ,352 ,263 .246 .336
3,015 .978 .q?Q .980 .974 .968 ,943 .155 ,31q .377 .351 .263 .246 .233

3.508 ,97q .q79 .q81 ,#74 .q67 .q44 .151 .]_1 .]27 ,34q ,263 .246 .233
4,003 ,928 ,qO0 ,q82 ,_75 .q6fl ,064 ,142 .325 ,328 .349 .262 ,244 ._33
4.997 .q?q ,q?9 .q81 .q?_ ._68 .q44 .144 .3_5 .37_ .34_ .261 .Z47 .232
5.99q ._?g .q80 ,981 .975 .q57 .944 ,145 .332 .372 ,340 .261 .242 .231
7.008 .97_ ,qO0 ,gB1 .975 .967 ,944 .146 .342 ,378 ,347 .261 .245 .23t
8.004 ,02_ .979 ,_02 .075 .962 .q44 ,146 .354 ,3?8 .346 .261 .242 .231

10.019 ,9?q ,980 ,qS1 .97_ .q67 ,q44 ,149 ._63 .378 .346 .262 ,238 .23!

_I.026 .O?q .q$O ,981 .07_ .066 .944 .150 .370 .378 .345 .261 .234 .231

x/L -0.104 x/L - 0.191 x/L - 0.205

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .262 .525 ._03 .000 .262 .525 .803NPR

I._15
2.017

2,4q7

3,015

3.508

4.003

4._07

5.0q_
?.nOB

_._04

i0,015

11.025

._22

.371

._21

._25

.33_

.342
._54
.3_3

,370

• 328 .33_
.3Z? .333
._24 .331

• 3Z_ .328
• 321 ,376

._16 .325

.31_ ,375

,309 .3_5

.344

.342

.338

.336

.335

.336

.33b

.33q

.34_

,34_
.3_6
.3_7

.000

.3_4 .389 .375 .3q9

,382 .3BP ,323 .3q8

.3RO ,3R? .373 ,3q7

.377 .38T ,371 .395

.377 .3B? .36q .395

.3?8 .3_6 .3_8 .3q"

.37ff ,38b .364 .392
• 377 .38_ .363 .3_i

.378 .388 .353 .301
.32_ .3_9 ,361 ._q2
._78 .392 .350 .3_2
• 378 .3_5 ,3bO ._2

.357 .350 .363 .340

.356 .3_q .363 .33q

.352 .34B .362 .336

.351 .345 .362 .333

.34_ .345 .361 .3_1

.3_ .344 .362 .331

.34_ .343 ,361 .3_9

.34_ .34_ .362 .3_8

.347 .344 .36_ .327

.346 .344 .362 .32b

.346 .346 .363 .326

.34_ .345 .363 .326

NPR

xIL - 0.469 x/L - 0.712 x/L - 0.921

y/(wt/2) Y/(Wt/2) Y/(Wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

1.815 .263 ,766 .2_7 .762
2,017 ._64 .265 .255 ._q
2.4q7 ,_63 ,764 .253 ,_7
3.015 .?b3 .262 .253 .253

3.508 .263 .767 .252 .253

_.003 ,76_ .263 .752 .252
_.q_7 ._bl .767 .250 .251
5,qqO .261 .262 ,250 .251
7._h_ .761 .251 .240 .250
8.00_ ,261 .261 .250 .?Sn

10.015 ,25 _ .267 .250 .?_0
11.026 .251 ._6_ .24_ ,p4o

.467 .459 .44B .465

._94 .3rip .384 .3R5

,_66 .236 .248 .242
.246 .238 ._47 .240

,_46 .?3q ._42 .?3q
.244 ._40 .?4R ,237
._4 ? ._44 .24q .237

._42 .245 ,24q ._q

• 2_ .243 .24q .227
._38 .241 .240 ._26

,234 ,_40 .248 .2_6

,541 .544 .548 .544

,468 ,466 .45q .46B

.335 .33q .356 ,3_g

.233 .234 .226 .2_1
.233 .733 .226 .?_1
.233 ._32 .225 .?_1
._32 .230 .2_3 .??1
.231 ._2g .224 .221
.231 .2_q .2_ ,?72
.231 ._2q ,223 .227
.231 ,228 .223 .22_
.231 ._2e .223 .222
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Table 6. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

NPR

1.815

2, O17
2 • 4q7
3.O15
3,5OR
4. 003
4,997
'3, qqq

7, 00@

8.004

10.015
11,026

z/(ht/2) = 0

x/L

-. 558 -. 456 -. 360 -. 131 . 105 . 192 .296 . 470 . 714 . 923

,_70

,971

.971

,970

.q7Z

°971

,97]

,971

°q?l

,972

,971

,Q71

• 961 ,947 ,787 .493 ,34B ._50 ,287 .506 ,543
,958 ,946 ,78@ ,493 ,350 ,251 ,286 .423 ,486
• 959 ,945 ,784 .492 .350 .250 .284 .235 ,374
• _61 .q_6 ,787 ,492 ,34q ,249 ._81 .235 .233

• _3 ,947 ,789 .491 ,349 ,249 ,_80 ,23b ,tAT

,963 .947 ,789 .492 .349 ,249 ,279 .236 .186
.963 .947 ,787 .491 ,349 .250 .277 ,237 .187
,964 ,947 ,787 .490 ,349 .Z51 ,776 ._39 ,186

,o64 ,Q47 ,788 ,491 ,348 ,251 ,276 .240 .186
,964 .947 ,787 ,489 ,348 ,251 ,275 ,240 ,186

,Qb5 ,94? ,787 °489 ,348 ,253 ,275 ,242 .1R6
.965 1947 °786 ,489 .348 ,253 .274 ,243 ,186

NPR

z/(ht/2 ) =0.916

x/L

.I05 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1.815 ,IP2 ,an# .3_3 ._I ,475 ,540

2,017 ,_Pa ,_3 ,3S3 ,)_I ,407 ,473

2.49_ .3R2 .40n ,3_ .250 ._20 ,_v5
_.015 ,_PI .307 ,350 .249 ,2_9 ,_17

3.5OR .3_7 .397 ,35_ ._48 ,_19 *_17
_,003 .3R2 ,197 .349 ,_47 .219 ,217

4,9Q 7 °3_I ,_96 ,349 ._46 .214 ,_18

5.90Q ,3RO ,_96 ,_4_ .745 .21_ .21Q

lO,n15 ._2 ,392 .349 .742 ,_ll .2_0

11.o2_ ,3_4 .39_ ,t48 ,?_l ._11 .219

NPR

I._15

2,017
2,407

3.015

3.508

4.003

4.99_

5.999

7,00_

_,004

)10.015

_11.026

¢,deg

0 33 53

.183 .TA_ .914

.17R ,785 ,g12

.I_5 .7_4 .911

,151 ,785 .gl_
.147 .785 .912

.144 .783 .910

.145 .78_ .911

,146 °783 .910

.l_b .782 ,909

.149 .7_1 ,909

.150 .?ql .9o8
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Table 7. Static Pressure Ratios for 18 ° Dry Power Supersonic Cruise Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

y/(wt/2) = 0

x/L

NPR -,604 -,490 -,381 -,280 -,191 -,117 * ,102 ,187 ,289 ,459 ,697 ,900

1,810 •985 .qSO .98Q ,qB2 ,q?6 •qSq ,451 .451 ,452 ,466 ,478 ,4q0
2.011 ,q86 ,983 .gB? .q82 .q75 .qS? .372 ,371 .381 .401 •4_1 .438

2,507 .q86 ,07q ,q86 ,987 ,q74 .957 .273 .780 .29Z .316 .335 ,347
3.01Z .q85 ,q83 .98? .q81 ,q75 .qS? •183 ,175 .164 ,188 .?55 .207
3.510 ,OB5 .QB3 ,987 •982 .075 ,058 ,177 •166 .146 .127 .1q7 ,Z33
3•qq8 ,q85 •q83 ,987 .o81 ,q73 ,q_8 ,175 ,164 ,144 .124 ,187 ,205

4•qo? .q85 ,983 .088 ,987 •075 ,057 ,174 ,160 ,144 .125 .106 .168

5._0_ ,Q84 .984 .087 .q87 ,975 ,q58 ,176 ,158 .143 ,126 •108 .102
7,007 •986 ,q84 .987 ,982 .O75 ,958 .I77 ,156 .142 .126 .I07 ,089
8,006 ,qS_ .OB5 .q87 .qs? .974 ,qSB .177 .156 .143 •126 ,I07 ,08q

10,006 .O84 .985 .987 .O8| .q74 .958 ,178 .156 .142 .125 .107 .08q
ll.01q ,984 ,985 ,986 ,O81 ,q74 ,958 .177 ,156 .143 .125 .106 ,08q

12,101 .Q84 .q85 .O66 .O81 •O74 •O58 ,176 .156 ,143 ,125 •106 .088

* Data not available.

NPR

1._,_
?.011

2,_07

%01 _

%510

&.gq7

_.qOQ

7,007

10.006
]I,OIQ

17.l_1

x/L = 0,102 x/L - 0,187 x/L = 0.289

Y/(Wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/{wt/2 )

•000 .262 ,525 .803

.377 ,356 ,333 .43_

._73 ,760 ,_3_ ,423
• 1P3 .12_ .15_ .391

.177 .124 .155 ,300

.17_ ,1?_ .153 •30_

,lv_ .I_5 ,154 .300

• 17_ ,126 .155 ,3o0
._77 ,12_ .157 ,3go

,177 ,173 .157 .3Ol
,17" .120 .16l .3_2
,177 ,12_ .l&_ ,_q?

.176 •12o ,l&_ •_o_

.000 .262 ,525 .803

.&51

.371

,280
.175

,166

•16&

.160

,158
,156
,156

.156

,156

,156

• 447 .430

• 361 ,150

,270 ,_64

• 16_ ,I_6

,159 ,18_

,15o .104

,15v .18o

• 158 .1O3

,157 .1_5

• 15Z •IO5
.1_0 .106

•lqO •196

.47_
•471

, 362
,'_IO
.31B
,317

.'_17
,310

.31Q
• 320
,32o

•000 ,262 .525 .803

,45? .454 ,450 ,486

,3BI .3RO .376 .473
,797 ,_q3 ,301 ,314

• 16_ ,174 ,_57 ,?53
• 146 ,1_8 ,755 .?_1
.144 ,171 ,256 ._50

.144 .168 ,253 ,24q

,143 ,164 ,753 .2&q

,14_ ,167 ,252 .750

.143 .162 .252 ._50

• 1_? ,155 .250 ,2_1
,I_3 .153 .?4q .752
,143 ,I_2 ,240 .751

NPR

1,810 ,466 ,_6_

7.011 ,_01 ,_9 ?

2.507 ._16 ,31_

3.510 .1_7 ,1_5

4,0_7 ,12_ ,176

5.000 ,176 ,121

7.007 ,126 ,120

10.006 .125 .II_

ll.0]Q ,IP5 .11_

12.101 .12_ ,115

18

x/L = 0, 459 x/L = 0, 697 x/L = 0, 900

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

• (DO .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 ,525 ,803 .000 .262 .525 .803

,4&5 .4mO

,4_I .440

• 3_6 .330

,lq6 ,1_9

.1_4 .176

• lq? .176

• I_I .175

,190 ,IV6
,170 ,176

,17_ ,17_

.47_

.421

.33_

._55

.I07

,IR7
.106

,10_

.lOV

.I07

.I07

.106

.106

,476 .482
,4_0 .47R

,3_5 ,347

,lgl .115

,1_3 ,117
,087 ,111

•_q5 ,10q
,085 .I0_

,0_5 .lOB

,On4 ,106

,084 ,105

.084 .I05

.5O3

,4_2

,356
,_';4

.171

,11c_

,llq

.120

.llq

.llq
,lla
.11_
.117

.400 .485 .491 ,519

• 438 .435 ,446 ,471
,347 .345 .357 ,371

._07 .303 .336 ._4

• 23_ ,_3_ ,_60 .Z_

,?O5 ,_05 .208 ,21_
,16q ,176 .180 ,I75

• 107 ,075 ,080 ,0_?

.080 ,074 ,07P .0_6

,08_ .073 .078 ,086
,0_9 .073 ,077 ,0_6

• 08q .073 .077 .085

•OR8 ,073 ,076 .0"5
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Table 7. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

z/(ht/2)=0

x/L

NPR -.558 -.456 -.360 -.131 .I05 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1.810 .qSl

2.O11 .980

2•507 •981

3•O12 •980

3•510 .981

3.qq8 •981

4•qg7 ,g81

5•qq9 •q80

7.007 .Q80

8•006 •q80

IO•OOb .@80

11,O1_ .980

lZ.lO1 .980

•qTn •956 .665 •486 .441 .437 •49_ .517 .546

,q70 .953 .647 •462 •410 .364 ,509 .43_ •482

,969 .951 ,63& •375 .35B •313 ._56 •445 •330

• 971 ,952 .632 •340 .283 .246 ,i84 •_83 •310

,973 .q53 •633 •340 .282 ._44 .183 ,25q •?71
• q73 •g_l .635 ,339 ,282 •243 •18_ .125 ,236

.q74 .qSl .634 •339 .280 •241 .181 •124 .151
• q74 •q51 •633 .338 .280 .242 •180 ,124 •098
• qT_ .qSl •633 .338 •?80 ._41 •I78 •123 .098
,Q75 .gSO .633 •337 •280 •_41 •178 ,122 •098
• Q76 .qSO .633 •338 ,279 •241 .178 .12! .Oq?
.976 .950 •633 •337 .279 •241 .177 .120 .Oq7

• #77 950 •633 337 .PTq •241 •179 .120 •097

NPR

z/(ht/2) = 0.916

x/L

.I05 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1.810 .4,] .470 ._2q .A6_ •_13 .54_

2.hll .458 .29q .37q .&80 .44_ .475

2.507 ,43P ._69 .317 ,_94 ,405 ,t_6
3.017 ._8_ .315 ,_55 .1_2 .275 .325

3.510 .3B6 ,31_ .25_ .181 ,255 •270
3.O98 ,3R7 ._13 .254 ,I_I .127 ,_35

4.997 .38_ .313 ._53 .180 .125 .156
5,QOq .389 ,313 .75_ ,I79 .124 .0_6

7.007 .X89 .312 .253 .170 .123 ,095
8,006 .38o ,312 .25_ .17q .122 ,005

10,0_6 ._B8 .3ll .252 ,1_8 .12_ ,09_
tl. OlO .3_8 .311 ,252 .178 .122 .095
12.101 .38_ .31l .252 .177 .122 .0_5

¢,deg

* 33 66NPR

1.810

2.011

2.507

3,01_

3.=i0

_.098

4.997
5._99

7,007
8.006

10.0_6

11.019

12,101

.862 .804

.8_9 .8_9

.AS? ,887

.B58 ,8_0

.858 ,890

.85m .889

.B57 ,88B

.858 ,888

.857 ,888

,857 1887

.R57 ,887

.857 .886

.857 .887

* Datanotavailable.
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Table 8. Static Pressure Ratios for 0° Dry Power Supersonic Cruise Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

yl(wt/2) = 0

x/L

NPR -. 604 -. 490 -. 381 -.280 -. 191 -. 117 -. 007 .102 .187 .289 .459 .697 .900

1._Ob .OBl .qBO .9,3 .Q_O .071 .053 .&_l .347 .343 .363 .k09 .4_5 ._49

1.0o_ .07o .a77 .q_2 .078 .o71 .o50 .42_ .249 .Z65 .307 .360 .439 .49_

2,51q ._81 ,_7o ,Q_ .QTO .971 .q57 .1_ ? .lfll .P03 .Z05 ._07 ._R3 .42*

).O_n .oBD ,_'9 .qa_ ,o77 .o70 .050 .1_7 ,I_Q .lqq .203 .Lq7 ,_55 .33S

3.5rib .o_0 .qP0 .OR_ ._7_ ,_70 .o_0 .I17 ,150 ,I07 .702 .I06 .147 .24,

_.000 .98] .980 .qq4 .07o .071 .049 .090 .155 .100 .ZOI .195 .146 .107

6.001 .08] ._I .oq4 .Or, .qvO .q_O .101 .151 .187 .ZOO .194 .144 .I07

7.005 ._81 .081 .g83 .07, .070 .Q50 .OB_ .14m .185 ._01 .193 .143 .106

7.qqP .qp] .QRO .0_3 .qTP .070 .q_o .100 .139 .185 .Z03 .lq_ .141 oI0_

le. Oln ,oRl .o81 .q_1 ,9_P .QvO .q_O .oQq .135 .I,5 ._07 .18_ .130 .103
1].or_ .oR1 .o"1 ,o_3 .o77 .0_o .040 .107 ._34 .185 .ZO1 .186 .1_? .10_

NPR

1.805

1.900

9.510

3.000

3.50_

_.008

5.000

6.001

7.005
7. qq_

I0.01o

11.006

x/L - 0.102 x/L • 0.187 x/L - 0.289

Y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

._47

._40

.161

.150

.i_0

.15_

._5_

.145

.i_0

.1_ _

.1_4

.337

.247

.16_
.I_,1

.I'_R

.155

.153

.152

.150

,150

,1'_1

,l_q

.3RO

.262

.303

. _02

._qg

, 207

.703
._91

,?_R

.781

.702

,3_7

o_00

,_8
.?BR

.28_

.785

.28_

._6

.?8b

,280

.201

._43

,_65

.203

.lqq

.lq7
,105

,lqO
.IB7

.185

.iB_

.185

.I_5

• 33_ ._65 .3q4

._68 .315 .35Z

._0 .?77 .300
• ZZ4 ,_78 .Zq_
• 225 .277 ,_0q

• 23Z .27_ .2_8

.?&O ._75 .?q8
• Z3q .Z?6 .207

.?3Z ,_76 ._07

._63

.307

.Z05

.?01

._0_

.201

.?01

._00

.?01

.20_

._03

.ZOI

.367 .30_ ._7_

• 373 .301 .300

.Z45 ._51 .Z63

.746 .ZS1 .26Z

.245 .750 ._bl

.745 .Z49 ._60

._43 .747 ._58

._41 ._46 .758

.737 .242 .?_R
• Z3_ .230 .758

.736 .?37 ._SR

NPR

1,805

I.q00

?.510

3.000

3.50P

&.O0_

5.000

6.001

_.005

7.q_R

I0,010

II.0_5

x/L - 0.459 x/L - 0.697 x/L - 0.900

Y/(Wt/2) Y/(Wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

,4Oq ,&14 .44_ ,407

,360 ._60 .410 .411

._07 .i"I ,lq_ ._3l

.10T .180 .lql .IO6

.106 .i78 ,101 .lq&

.10_ .17_ .lq0 .10_

.I0_ .176 .100 .I02

.I0_ .176 .189 .107

• l_ .176 .18 _ .101

.IO_ .17fl .185 ,1Q1
• l_8 .176 ,1_4 ,l_O

.I_ .176 .]A_ .lqO

.405 .409 ._10 .52B

.43q .&40 .470 .48_

.383 .3&& .412 ._83

._55 .l_q .18? .770

.147 .I_0 .122 .143

.t4_ ,130 .122 .122

.146 .I_0 .120 .122

.144 .131 .IZO .1?1

.143 .1_1 .110 .1_1

.141 ,1]1 ,llg ,120

.l_q .131 .II_ .I?0

.137 .130 .lIB ,llq

,540 .550 .559 .556
.495 .501 .506 .506

.4_4 .&38 .456 .300
• 315 ._2B .42_ ,3_q

• 74_ ._3" ._ZO .773

._4 ._70 .210 ._0

.I07 .I12 .173 .17_
• 1_? .100 .000 .084

.lOft .101 ,090 .084

• 105 .oqq .000 .083

.I03 ,OOq .090 .08_

• 102 .100 .0¢0 .083
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Table 8. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

zl(ht t2) =0

x/L

NPR -.558 -.456 -.360 -.131 .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1.805

1.099

2.519

3.000

3.508

4.008

5.000

6.001

7.005

7.098
10.010

11.006

.077 .065 .049 °748 .480 .371 .38Z ._37 .520 ._43

.975 .064 .V45 .73B .477 .356 .254 .433 .464 .402

.075 .g6Z .04_ o?Zq °463 .340 .2_3 .366 .371 .366

.075 .965 .046 .?_q .462 .340 .223 .702 .300 .30g

.074 .065 .046 .731 .463 .340 .223 .155 .258 .260

.076 ._66 .047 .730 .463 .340 .222 .155 .[25 .233

.075 .065 .045 .728 .462 .341 .221 .153 .125 .152

.975 .066 .046 .727 .461 .341 .220 .152 .125 1100

.075 .06b .046 .TZB .461 .341 .220 .151 .124 .098

.075 .066 .045 .727 .460 .341 .210 .150 .124 .008

.074 .067 .045 .726 .461 .341 ._lq .148 .123 .007

.974 ,067 .945 .726 .460 .341 .210 .148 .1Z3 .007

z/(ht/2) =0.916

x/L

NPR .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1.805
1.qqq
2.510
3.000

3.50P
4.OOP
5.000

6.001
7.00_
?._qR

10.01o
11.006

._O?
.?qo
._e.

._81

,27b
.P73
.271

.?6R

._67

.535 .496 .fi_3 .506 .5?4

.454 .43B .456 .456 .4vO

.30Z .Z60 ._63 .365 .365

.307 ._SR .?01 .305 .310

• _08 .25_ .18& ._50 ,260

.208 ,?_" .184 .12_ .233

._o5 .?_B .1_3 .116 .172

.2"8 ._SR ,187 .I16 .nq2

.2B5 .257 .1R2 .114 .Ogl

._77 .257 .I_? .I15 .001

.27, .2s6 .IR_ .114 .Oql

.278 .m57 .1B1 .115 ,OOl

NPR

1.P05
1.qq9
2.519
_.OOn
3.50B
4.00_
_._00

6.001

7.005

7.998

10.o10
11.006

¢,deg

0 33 60

.481 .810 .800

.428 .8n6 .808

.127 ,802 .Bq&

.127 .80| .Bq4

.117 .B04 .R03

.I06 .804 ,893

.Oqq .803 .802

,I01 .803 .mO_

.088 .803 ._92

.i00 .803 ._ql

.099 .B04 .801

.I07 .B03 .Bqo
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Table 9. Static Pressure Ratios for -18 ° Dry Power Supersonic Cruise Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

yl(wt12)= 0

x/L

NPR -.604 -.490 -.381 -.280 -.191 -.117 -.007 .102 .187 .289 .459 .697 .900

1.806 .977 .Q?? .982 ,Q?7 ,967 .946 .448 .231 .290 .290 ,468 .555 .560
2.016 .977 .976 .979 ,974 .967 .944 .142 ,_17 .224 .260 ,406 .500 ,510
2.498 .979 .97% .929 .g?? .965 .945 .143 ,221 ,275 .254 ,203 ,374 .42b
2.999 ,97R ,q?O ,_80 .976 .067 .945 .141 .225 .275 .253 ,202 ._62 .317

3,499 .977 .978 .982 ,976 .067 .945 .140 .230 .275 .251 .202 .144 .263
4.00? .979 .0?_ .qB1 .076 .067 .044 .140 .234 .225 .252 ,203 .141 .222
5.005 .q20 ,020 .082 .022 .068 .044 ,139 .238 ,277 ,2§1 ,202 ,141 .103

6.020 .979 .080 ,_92 .976 .960 .045 .140 .2%2 .278 .250 .202 .141 .102
7.007 .978 .979 .qB1 .07b ,qb7 .944 .141 .241 .278 ,250 .202 .140 .102
8.002 ,070 .979 ,gS? .07_ .965 .044 .139 .241 .279 ,240 .202 .140 .102

10.035 .97B ,970 ,qBI .975 .966 .044 .139 .240 ,229 .249 .202 .140 .102
10,039 .079 .900 .001 .075 ,067 ,044 .139 .2%1 ,279 .249 .202 .140 .101

NPR

x/L = 0.102 x/L = 0.187 x/L - 0.289

y/(wt/2 ) yl(wtl2) yl(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

1.BOb ,_31 ,?02 ,226 ,230

2.018 .217 .19b .2_I .227

2.408 ._21 .104 ,22? .226
2.999 .226 ,194 .2_2 ._25
3.4Q0 .PS0 .103 .222 .2_
4.00? .2_4 .1_ .222 .222

5.005 .23B .190 .2_I ,?_0

6.020 ,2_2 ,IRO .220 ._20

?.002 ._41 .l_g .21o .2_0
8,O02 ,_41 .1B_ ._18 .219

10,035 .240 ,IA_ ,2_7 .?ln
I0,O30 ,_&l ,IM_ .216 ._IQ

,200 .264 .262 .29q
.224 .240 .249 .204
.275 ,237 .248 ,SOB
.275 ._37 ._A ,288

._?5 .236 ._40 .2_6

.275 ,235 .240 .2_5

.277 ,233 ,248 ._84
,27R ,232 ,24A .2B4

.278 .231 .24? ,2_3
,_78 .230 .247 .28_

,270 ,231 .242 ,28_

• 2#0 .2_4 ,280 ,296
• 260 ,26_ .261 .384
.254 .262 ,258 ,260
• 253 ,263 ,257 .260
• 251 .264 .257 .250
,252 .264 ,256 .259

• 2_1 ,263 ,255 .25_
.250 ,264 .254 .258

.250 .26_ .253 .257

.2_0 .264 .252 .75_

._49 ._64 .251 .262

.240 .264 .251 .261

NPR

1..o6
2.01_
2.40P
?,009

3.499
4. 007

5.OOS
6,020

7.007

_,002

10,035

I0, _3q

x/L : 0.459

Y/(Wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803
.l
.4b_ ,4_5 .461 .460

.40_ .426 .441 .458

.?03 .20_ .208 ,330

._OP ,206 ._02 ,?03

,202 ,_05 .20_ .?01
.203 ._05 ._7 .?01

• _02 ,?04 .202 ,_00

.2n? .204 .20A .IQq

._07 ,20_ .20_ ,1_8

._02 ,P03 ,?_6 .19_

._02 ,_02 ,2_f .TO7

.202 .202 .2n5 ,197

x/L - 0.697 x/L - 0.900

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

.555 ,5S5 .55_ ,545

.500 .502 .492 .465

.374 ,390 .;4_ .389
• _6_ ,2%2 .227 .305

,14_ ._32 .1_6 ,124
.1_1 .136 .1_6 .132

.141 *13_ .135 .13_

.14] .136 .13S .13_

.140 .137 .134 .132

.140 .136 .134 .132

.140 .136 .133 .132

.1_0 .I_6 ,133 ,1_?

.560 ,550 .560 .560

._10 .510 .406 .47g

.426 .446 .477 .3_o

.317 .323 .405 .327

.26_ .256 .251 ,285

.222 ._5 ,225 .210
,I03 .I02 ,119 .133

.102 .lOl .096 .096

.102 .100 .006 .0_5

.In2 .100 .096 .095

.I02 .099 .096 .005

.I01 .000 .006 .095
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Table 9. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

NPR

z/(ht/2 ) =0

x/L

-.558 -.4_ -.360 -,131 ,I05 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

1,806 ,q6e ,QSZ .q48 ,785 ,485 ,351 ,_30 ,423 ,535 .544

2,016 ,970 ,9_0 .q4q ,783 .481 ._48 .434 °4_3 ,457 °46_

2,498 ,QT_ ,960 ,q45 ,?_1 ,480 °3&8 ,225 ,_71 ,7?4 ,_fi6

2,qqq .q_0 ,q64 ,q4B ,781 .480 ,348 ,725 ,309 .311 " ,303

3,499 .qT1 .9$3 .q48 (?83 .479 ,347 .22_ • .238 ,2bO ,_8

4,007 .972 .o6_ .q48 ,7E_ ,479 .34B .2_4 o12_ .151 ,_q

5.005 .971 .963 ,9_7 ,783 ,479 ,3&9 .233 ,122 .I_6 ,120

_.020 .972 ,965 ,948 ,?R3 .478 .353 ,73_ .1_ .I_ ,113

7.007 ,972 .g64 ,g47 ,_84 .477 ,_3 ,?3? ,I_I ,125 ,113

_.002 ,072 ,964 ,946 ,?83 °477 ,353 °_32 ,I?[ ,124 ,113

10.03_ .q71 ,965 ,947 °?R3 ,476 .3_3 °_31 .121 .123 ,|1_

10.939 .977 .q65 ,q47 .783 ,476 ,354 ._31 .121 .123 ,112

NPR

z/(ht/2 ) = 0.916

x/L

.105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

7.01& ,?h_ ,30_ .43q ,450 ,_l ,453

?,4q_ ,?aP ,25_ ,_54 ,371 ,369 ,366

2,999 ,_al ,?_4 ,P47 ,297 ,306 .304

5,OO5 ,?3B ,76l ,746 ,IB6 ,170 ,14_

5,0_0 ._7 ,260 ,2a$ ,185 ,1_0 ,006

7,007 ,737 ,760 ,746 .1_7 ,170 .0q6

_,002 ,73_ ,_Sq ,7a5 ,IO? .119 ,0q6

10.03 _ ,?35 ,2 _B ._45 ,1_6 ,llq ,hq6

10,039 ,P36 ,757 ,2:5 .18_ ,11_ ,095

NPR

{,deg

0 33 53

1,B06 .448 ,782 ,912

?,498 .143 .780 .909

_.09q ,141 .??q .qlO

3,499 .140 .781 ,qlO

_,007 .140 ,782 ,910

5,0_5 ,139 ,77g ,909

_,fl_O .140 ,7_9 ,910

7,007 ,141 ,77q ,qoq

8,002 ,13_ ,77_ ,908

I0,035 ,13_ ,77q .qO8

10,939 ,139 .??q ,908
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Table 10. Static Pressure Ratios for Maximum 35 ° A/B Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

y/(wt/2) = 0

x/L

-.499 -. 385 -.276 -. 176 -.087 -.007 .104 .191 .295 .469 .712 .92INPR

1.810 .0aO ,q45 ,q47 .044 ,_78 ,3_2 .37n .404 .424 .44q ,48q .523
1._qq ,q_n ._a5 ,q4a .q4a ,_73 .316 ,_20 ._a .375 .40_ ,437 .470
2.5n3 .oaq ,q45 .gay .Q43 .874 ,151 ,_75 ,_00 .7q5 .765 ,Z48 ,347
3.007 ,q4Q ,o4_ ,9_6 .q43 .B74 .148 ,Z77 ,?go .2Q3 .?64 ,237 .267

3.501 .04fi .O4A ,q4_ .047 .%V4 .145 .27_ .78V .Tq_ ._65 ,235 ._18

_.ao6 ,oa_ .o48 ,_a¢ .q41 .BY4 .141 .??a .2_? .?03 ._65 .236 .216

3.qq6 o04q ,o4q oO46 ,q49 ._75 .143 ,27_ .?_2 .?ql ,_54 ,234 ,214
5,002 .qhP ,o48 ,045 ,940 ,877 ,157 ,776 ,277 ._oO °764 ,732 .712

5._9a ,q48 .OkO .q&6 .O&l .873 .144 ,_74 .??4 .?_9 .764 ,?79 ,_O0
7.004 .gap ,a4o ,946 .041 ,873 ,134 ,776 .770 ,7_5 ._63 ,227 .206
7,7q5 ,q47 ,o4_ ,q46 ,q40 ,872 .147 .775 .272 .286 .262 .226 .205

NPR

1.810 ._?R ._85 .374 .337
1.oqo ._20 .3_0 .370 ,705
7,50_ .775 ,255 .2_7 ,3_o
3.002 ,fiT? .25l .725 ,362

3.501 ,_76 ,_33 ,lO6 .43u
3.806 ,_78 ._30 ,19_ .44_

3,_q6 .77p *_I ,1_1 ,471

5.0_2 ,276 ,_13 ,I?] .4_

5,_oq ,_74 ,20_ ,l_q ,4q0

7.004 ,_76 ,_ll ,1_6 ,510

?,Tq_ .275 ,?17 ,165 .510

x/L = 0.104 x/L = 0.191 x/L = 0.295

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) yl(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

.4ll,4fl4 ._5 .431
• 35_ .346 ,35_ .410

.300 ._5_ ,717 ._4B

• ?q8 ,_62 ,717 ,546

• _87 .242 .?06 .546

.?n_ ,_40 .705 .547

• 782 ,733 ,_0_ ,5a7

.277 ,227 ,I_5 .545
,274 ,274 .lq_ ,544

,270 .227 .191 ,541
,772 ,271 ,lO0 ,541

.42_ .616 ,3q8 ,_0_

.375 ,368 ,_7q .47q

.705 ,_6P ,_61 ,663
•2q_ ,761 ,241 .462

,?q? ,2_5 ,240 ,4_
.?q_ ,_56 ,741 ,453
.701 ,794 ,240 ,44q

• SqO ._52 ,237 ,44_
• ?8q ._51 .2_5 ,447
• _5 ,747 ,?_3 .4&l

,?Sf ._45 .2_I .441

NPR

x/L = 0469 xIL = 0.712 x/L = 0.921

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

l.qqq .4n3 .3q8 .377 ,&56

7*503 .)65 ,740 l_25 ._66

%007 ,26_ ,?_q ,327 .365
3.501 ,765 .23_ ,341 ,35o
_.RO_ .265 ,_30 .347 ,3_O

5°qqq °764 ,735 ,_5_ ._57

7,00& ,263 ,)_3 ,35_ .351

?°795 ,_67 ,232 ,955 .3_n

.4_q .487 .403 ,537
,437 .436 ,&&& ,491

._48 ,218 ,_6_ .?73

,737 ,_17 ,2_3 ,273
,735 ,220 ,26_ ,274

.236 ,?IQ ,266 ,775

,736 ,271 ,266 ,775
• _32 .222 ,76_ .276
.22q ._3 ,26_ ,277
• _77 ,_75 ._65 ,_77

,276 ,_?_ ,265 .??v

.470 .46B *400 .&g6

,_4 v ,_57 ,36q ,358

.262 ,lqP ,_0_ .IO6

,?la .lq_ ,204 ,Iqq
,_16 .lq1 ,20& ,200

._14 ,tq? ,205 .201
._I _ .lq7 ,205 .201
.20q .192 ,205 ,2_1
,_n_ .lq3 .205 ,201
,_h5 ,lq_ ,204 ,200
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Table 10. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

z/(ht/2) =0

x/L

NPR -.453 -.352 -.255 -.077 .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

l,nl0 .q_o ,o2q ,R_5 .477 ,509 ,441 ,3Q3 .535 ,517 ,543

l,qq@ ,O_p ,Qlg ,884 ,458 ,487 .423 ,3A] ,345 ,52P ,46_

2,503 ,940 ,gl a ,8_4 ,&30 ,456 ,3_1 ,30q ,2R0 ,_56 .342

3,0_2 ,q_o ,q20 ,8B5 ,439 .4_5 ,3B0 .30R ,270 .PS& ,751

3.501 ,930 ,q20 ,8B5 ,43B ,494 ,37n ,305 ,P76 ._4 ,254

3,805 ,q40 ,q_l ,BA& ,43q ,4fi4 ,377 ,304 ,_7& .253 ,_56

3,qab ,Q3O ,q2_ ,BP% ,440 ,453 .37T .303 ._74 *_2 ,255

5*002 ,Q3 _ *°2_ ,BBA *&&2 ,45[ ,375 ,301 ,_73 *_51 ,_Sb

5,qqq ,939 *q22 ,8B5 ,&&5 ,450 ,3_4 ,300 ,_3 ,24q ,_5_

7,004 ,O_q ,9P) ,BB5 ,&4q ,450 ,374 ,_Oh ,_73 ,245 ,_5_

7,7q5 ,O?P ,Q_ ,RS& *_45 *_qO ,37_ ,2q@ ,272 ,P45 ,YS&

z/(ht/2) =0.524

x/L

NPR .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

I,AI5 ,&_7 ,&3 Q ,450 ,531 ,515 ,_44

_,QQQ ,_Q ,400 ,&O5 ,3R_ ,505 ,473

2.5_3 ,_?Q ,3B_ ,380 ,31_ ,_ ,36_

%00? ,3_3 ,3ql ,37_ ,310 ,_q ,_0

NPR

].810

1,_9q

3.nO?

3,501

3.ROb

3.q9_

5,002

_*gqq

7,_0_

¢,deg

0 25,5 53

• qq2 ,78& ,826

.316 ,7n4 .B24

• 151 ,78_ ,871

,14B ,786 ,8_3

• 14_ ,7_o .8_1

,141 ._Sq ,BZ2

,143 ,TqO ,R??

,15_ ,T89 ,870

,144 .78_ .821

,134 ,7"6 .8_I

,147 ,7_6 ,821
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Table 11. Static Pressure Ratios for Maximum 17 ° A/B Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

y/(wt/2) = 0

x/L

NPR -.499 -.385 -.276 -.176 -.087 -.007 .104 .Igl .295 .460 .712 .g21

1.PO_ .441 ,o34 .o_o .qlQ ,868 ,3_6 ,aO4 .40q ,414 ,435 .473 ,_10

?,On_ *q&3 ,q40 ,040 ,q22 oH67 ,337 ,336 ,346 ,3_4 ,383 .423 .4_7
7.502 ,q43 ,937 .q3q .921 ,_66 ,??0 ,??B ,27_ ,_?Q ,303 .29_ ,374

3,000 ,q&a ,q_q .q3q ,9_0 ,R?B ,270 ,276 ._73 ,275 ,302 ._@4 ,_b5

3,502 ,q4& ,Q4_ ,Q3q ,Q2] ,Bb8 ,_?I ._74 ,_7% ,274 .301 .293 ,_b5

3.7q8 ,q4a ,041 .q41 ,990 ,R68 .270 .773 ,_70 .273 ,301 ,Z93 ,26_
4,006 ,Q41 ,n41 ,939 ,921 ,86_ ,_71 ,271 ,_69 ,273 ,30] .293 ,_63
5,00l ,941 .941 .Q_U ,q20 ."6_ ,26b ._bg ,267 .272 .301 ,292 ,263
5.qqR ,Oa? ,942 .440 ,Q71 .86@ ,265 ,269 .267 ,_72 ,_00 ,_90 ._63

?,f102 .g_? ,943 .q4fi .qs1 .el0 ,76b .26R ._6_ ,277 ,300 .290 .262
7.317 ,o43 ,q43 .q41 ,9_1 ,870 o_67 ,26R .267 ._7_ ,300 ,290 .Zb?

NPR .000

1,808 ._04
2.005 ,336

3,000 .27b

3,502 ._74

4,006 ._?1

5.001 .?b a

7,002 *_bP
7.317 ,76_

x/L : O.104 x/L - O.191 x/L = 0.295

Y/(Wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

.pRO .75l ,_4b

,_1 _ ,217 ,5_0

.217 ,_Iv ._I_

.217 ,21_ .520

• 217 .214 .SPO

,_17 ,72_ .52P
._13 ._19 ._t

,409 ,370 .3_1 ,51_
,346 ,SqO .344 .4R6

,276 ,?76 .441 .4_q

.773 .2_6 ,436 ,4_q

,769 .?_8 ,&34 .460

*767 ,2_7 .43fl .45q
,267 ,227 .439 .4_9

._66 ,_29 ,427 ,460

.414 .392 .471 ,483

.354 ,3Zl ,46B ,43b

._?q ,75? ,4_1 ,&O9

• ?75 ,_? ,447 ,408
.274 ,251 ,448 ,408

• _73 .?_l .44_ ,408

,_7_ ,_5_ ,446 .40_

.77_ ,_50 ,446 ,407

• 27_ ,_0 ,446 .407
,_7_ ._51 ,447 .407

NPR

x/L : 0.469 x/L : 0.712 x/L - 0.921

Y/(Wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

1.R08 .63_ .4ff_ .4&3 .45#
2,005 ,3R? ,Sba .403 .38_

3.00n .3_2 ,_q3 .33_ .342
3,507 .301 .29_ ,333 ,341
3,70R ,301 .204 ,33l .341

4,00_ ._01 .297 .33l .341

5.001 .301 .290 ,37q .340

?,nO2 ,30n .2R6 ,378 ,338
?,317 .300 ._RO ,_ .33P

,473 .476 ,4o_ ,SO3
• _23 .42_ ,415 ,393
,209 ._65 ._55 ,_69
.294 .767 ._54 .26g

._93 ._67 ,_54 .26q

• 293 .266 .253 .760

• 2_2 ,_66 ,752 ._70
.290 .265 .25l .270

._q0 ,265 .24o .768
• _90 .265 ._40 ,269

._10 .s16 .535 ._40

,4_7 ,464 .484 ,498
• 3_ ,_5 *354 .352

• 265 ,240 .2_ ,_1_

• _65 ,740 .22_ ,_12
.263 ,_3q ,225 ,211

._6_ .23, .225 .211
• _63 ,_3_ .225 .711
• _62 ._37 ._3 ._09
._6_ .737 ._3 ._0_
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Table 11. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

NPR

z/(ht/2 ) = 0

x/l_

-. 453 -.352 -. 255 -. 077 . 105 . 192 .296 .470 .114 .923

I._OA ,opo ,gO8 ._75 ,4_? .525 ,486 ,447 ,437 ,501

?.On5 .Q_B ._1_ .,77 .444 .4QO .44o .418 ._6" .3Qn

2,_O? ,g?_ ,_Oq ,AT_ ,&3_ .47_ .413 ._72 ,376 .273

3,000 .077 ._13 .87_ .433 .47q .4ll .371 ,37_ .272

3.g02 ,O_o .ql& ,_78 ,433 .47g .411 ._TZ .327 o271

3, TqP ,a?P .q13 ,A?8 .437 ,478 .410 ,37Z ,327 ,271

_.00_ ._?_ .q14 .87, .43Z .47_ ,410 .3_I ,376 ._71

5.001 .U?8 ._14 ."78 .433 .478 .40g .371 .378 ,26_

5.gQA ._P_ *gl_ .878 .417 .477 .408 .270 .327 .260

7.00_ .g_O .QI6 .87g .445 .&77 .407 .367 .325 ._71

7.317 .02W .0[_ .870 .448 .476 .407 ._A6 .324 .271

.540

.340

.2_q

.727

.?SA

.224

.2_h

.227

NPR

z/(ht/2 ) =0.524

x/L

.I05 .192 .24 .470 .714 ,923

1.808 .57_ .4Q6 .465 ,444 .498 .541

2.005 .406 ,&TA .43_ .37Q .368 .511

_.5n2 .4_A .44q .4_0 ,3_q ._64 ,354

3.00_ ,&R7 .4&g ,4_i .3_8 ,Z63 ._5

_.70, .&_7 .450 .403 .33q *_63 ._24

_,006 .457 ,44_ .40Z .33q *76_ ._Z4

5.qgA .45m .44_ .4_ ,33q ._6] .222

7.002 .4 c_ .440 .4_3 ._gA ._6" .Z_

7._17 .4_8 .&48 .402 .23@ .261 ,224

NPR

Io"08

_.00_

?,502

3,0OO

3,7_8

4.OO&

5,001

5.q98

?,OOZ

?.317

¢,deg

0 26.5 53

.3_7 .76_ .840

.270 .763 .838

._70 .764 ,841

._71 .767 .840

._70 .767 .840

.271 .748 .841

._66 .76_ .840

.265 .76_ ,840

._67 .77_ .841
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Table 12. Static Pressure Ratios for Maximum 0° A/B Configuration

(a) Orifices located on nozzle centerline and divergent flap

y/(wt/2) = 0

x/L

NPR -.499 -. 385 -. 276 -. 176 -. 087 -.007 .104 .191 .205 .469 .712 .921

l,_Oq .035 ,0_4 .q_O ,Q08
2,0h4 ,Q34= ,031 •QSO ,910

2.500 ,g_ .Q_2 .q3_ ,010

3•002 ,_35 ,o36 •n32 .@oO
3,505 .q3_ ._36 ,q37 ,QOQ

3•804 ,936 ,Q37 ,q32 ,_09

3,Oqo .Q_= °037 .q32 ,_0o

5,OO4 .q35 ,O36 ,q37 •Q_B

6,005 .0_6 ,_3_ ,g34 ,QlO

6,@q5 ,037 .0_ ,qq4 ,OOQ

• B53 •??1
• 853 •_20
.851 ,717

• 853 ._10
,AS_ .202
,ff53 .I_7

,853 .IO5
• _52 .17q

• 853 .13@

.8_3 .1_3

,238
,736
.226

,210

• 'P04

.203
,_04

o28@ ,337 ,3&4 ,%00 ,_4_
,_0 ,337 ,3_4 ,303 .468

,287 ,!3_ ,t_4 ,300 ,27_
• _B5 .340 ,363 ,2@8 ,737
.2_5 .344 ._63 .297 ,236
._B6 .34_ ,363 ,_q6 .235

._B7 ,347 .364 ,2_6 ._35

.SgO ,340 .3_4 ,295 ._33
.2@? ,350 .3_4 ,2@4 .730

• _@2 ,3_I ,364 ,_4 .230

NPR

I•RO0

_,004

?,_00

3,002
3.505
3,_04

3,900
5,00_

6.005

6,qq5

x/L = 0.104 x/L = 0.DI x/L = 0.295

Y/(Wt/2) y/(wt/2) Y/(Wt/2)

.0(30 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 •525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

,23R

.?)6

,_12

,_I0

,_03

.?04

• _27
,22?

• 2??

• 930
• _0
,230

,_31
• _3_

.;'32
,_3q

,401 ,400

,39_ .306

,3n6 ,394

,3_0 .3@4

,300 .3q6

,386 ,_@8

,386 ,401

,3P_ .402

• 28q ,304 .301 .423

.290 ,30@ .388 ,422

._7 ,317 ,3_6 ,41R
• _85 ,3_O .384 .417
• Z85 ,321 .38_ ,41 _

.286 ,3_I ,_2 ,4lS

,_A7 ,3_2 .3_2 ,415
• ?qO ,3_4 ,_81 ,414

• 2@_ .323 ,3P_ ,413

• 2q? .325 ,3R3 ,413

,337 ,3@b .3@1 ,3_2

,336 .3_4 .3ff9 .385
.34n .3q_ .386 ._82

.3_4 o3q_ .383 ,380

,345 ,307 ,383 ,37_

.347 ,3q7 ,38_ ,3?9

._40 ,3q6 .382 ,37@

,350 _q_ ,38? ,377

.351 ,3_0 ,3R! ,377

NPR

x/L =1 0"_ 9 x/L = 0"712 x/L = 0"921

y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2) y/(wt/2)

.000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803 .000 .262 .525 .803

I._0_ .364 ._65 ,346 .34B

2,004 ._64 ,96_ .344 .344

2,500 ,364 ,_61 .343 ,341

3,OO2 ,363 ,_ ,343 ,330
3,505 .363 ,362 ,343 ,337

3,804 ,363 ,36_ ._43 ,337
3.qqo ,3_4 ,363 ,343 ,3_
_,004 .364 ,362 ,342 ,336

_.00_ ,364 ,_62 ,341 .33_

6.0Q5 .3_4 ,362 ,342 ,3_4

,40q .4Og .445 .454
.303 .sqo .2_0 ,33_
.300 ,201 ,277 ,271
*_q8 ,_0 ,?75 ._7_
.29? .28@ ._74 ,_72

._q6 ,_ ,274 ,273

,_05 ._qB ._7_ ,27_

.2_4 .2A8 .771 .27_

,542 ,543 ,541 .533

,46A ,467 ,4b@ .477

*_3 ? *735 .237 ,735
.73_ .734 .236 .234

,735 ,_33 .235 ,_33

.23_ ._31 .233 ,732

.230 .?_7 ,_30 ,230

.730 .2_6 ,22q ,_30
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Table 12. Concluded

(b) Orifices located on nozzle sidewall and convergent flap lip

z/(ht/2) = 0

x/L

NPR -.453 -.352 -.255 -.077 .105 .192 .296 .470 .714 .923

],RRQ

2,O04

2,500

3,002

3,505

3,R04

3,qQq

5.0_4

&,O05

,o2& ,q06

,QSF ,q_5

• q?5 ,qoa

,o74 ,Qnq

• q?5 ,qln

,q)4 ,O10

,q?& ,OOQ

,q?b ,ql_

,o26 ,Oil

,A75 ,501 ._33 ,461 .370 .317 ,465 ,570

,A76 ,4gP ,531 ,460 .370 ,21l ,34_ ,471

.874 ,405 ,530 ,458 ,368 ,311 ,25q ,778

.87_ .404 ,_3l ,45_ ._67 .311 .Z56 ,76_

,877 ,403 .531 ,45R .366 ,30q ,?_3 ,_64

,B?6 ,4q3 ,531 ,458 .366 ,300 ,2_2 ,264

,B76 ,493 ,511 ,4_8 ,366 ,_08 ,252 ,264

,R76 ,4q_ ,_31 ,457 .365 ,30_ ,252 ,?_4

,_78 ,4q1 ,531 ,457 ,364 ,303 ,?57 ,76_

,87_ ,4Q0 ,531 .4_7 .3A3 .307 ,_51 ,765

NPR

1.800

2,h04

3,002

3,505

3._04

3.gO0

_.004

6.005

_,oq5

z/(ht/2) = 0.524

x/L

.105 .192 .2% .470 .714 .923
,4_4

,401

,4g_

,4P?

,4_3

,4_

,404

,4R5

,4_0

,41_

,41 n

,417

,41R

,417

,418

,41A

,307

.qq6

.304

,394

,_q4

,3q5

._05

,3q4

.303

,3qq

.3zq

,32R

.3_6

,_)3

.321

.3Zl

,3_0

,370

.473 ,_ml

.3_R ,474

,m6q ,242

,?bB .242

,_68 ,_4Z

,_b6 ,_4 _

,_63 .24_

,_6Z ,243

NPR

¢,deg

0 26.5 45

l,80q ,??I ,737 .8_8

2,004 ,_fl ,737 ,8_8

?,500 ,217 ,736 .827

3.007 ,210 .735 ,8_8

3._0_ ,202 .737 ,8_8

3,804 ,lq? .737 ,827

3,0qq *I_ ,737 ,878

5.004 .179 ,736 ,8_6

6,005 ,13q ,735 ,82?

b,q9_ ,1_3 ,736 ,8_7
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Sta 39.00 Sta 41.65
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3. 20
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Section A-A

A

Figure 2. Area reduction section. All dimensions are given in inches.
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Side view

Sta 41.65 Sta 43.74

3.820

2.150

X

Divergent flap hinge

I h t = 1.310

19Ol ,

h t = 1"310

'_ 15°

Top view

-Convergent flap
lip

wt = 3.050

18 ° configuration 0° configuration -18 ° configuration

(a) Dry power.

Figure 3. Geometry of nozzle spherical convergent flap. All views are for planar cuts through the model

centerline. Dimensions are given in inches unless noted otherwise.
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Side view
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x
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___ _ 35°35,

1.85

  t=2.374
-18 °
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Top view

Convergent flap
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= 3.050
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(b) Maximum A/B power.

Figure 3. Concluded.
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x=0

Top view

5.064

Side view

\
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\

+
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IX

12.86 °

4.58 °
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Supersonic cruise
divergent flap setting

\

/

Dry power A t, in 2

18 ° 3.991
0 ° 4,013

- 18 ° 4.057

/

jJ

\

Rear view

(a) Dry power.

Figure 4. Schematic of nozzle geometry. All dimensions are given in inches unless otherwise noted.
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Top view
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/
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\

/

(b) Maximum A/B power.

Figure 4. Concluded.
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Z

Side view

Bottom view

Y

I

I
X

Spherical convergent
flap lip

Divergent flap hinge

-J,-• • • • • •

J
I

• • • 6 • •

±
0.40

0.40

0.425

(a) Nozzle centerline, divergent flap, and sidewall orifices.

Figure 5. Locations of nozzle internal static pressure orifices. Dimensions are given in inches unless noted
otherwise.
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/

/

\

Dry power configurations

Configuration 3, deg x/L

18 ° 0 -0.007
33 -.070
66 -.221

0 ° 0 -0.007
33 -.074
60 -.252

-18 ° 0 -0.007
33 -.082
53 -,282

y/(w t/2) z/(ht/2)

0.000 0.991
.313 1.121
.875 .889

0.000 1.000
,320 1.148
.854 1.I48

0.000 1.000
,334 1.195
.821 1.440

A/B power configurations

Configuration _,deg x/L

35 ° 0 -0,007
26.5 -.071
53 -.191

17 ° 0 -0.007
26.5 -.078
53 -.259

0 ° 0 -0.007
26.5 -.090
45 -.267

y/(wt/2) z/(ht/2)

0.000 0.990
,379 1.021
.835 .838

0.000 0.995
.388 1.037
.894 .897

0.000 1.000
.397 1,061
.797 1,061

(b) Convergent flap lip orifices.

Figure 5. Concluded.
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(a) Internal thrust ratio curves.
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(b) Discharge coefficient curves.

Figure 6. Nozzle internal performance for dry power subsonic cruise configurations.
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(a) Centerline distributions of convergent and divergent flaps.

Figure 7. Static pressure distributions for dry power subsonic cruise configurations at a NPR near peak
performance.
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(b) Divergent flap distributions at different spanwise locations.

Figure 7. Continued.
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(c) Divergent flap lateral distributions.

Figure 7. Continued.
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(b) Discharge coefficient curves.

Figure 8. Nozzle internal performance for dry power supersonic cruise configurations•
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(a) Convergent and divergent flap centerline distributions.

Figure 9. Static pressure distributions for dry power supersonic cruise configurations at a NPR near peak

performance.
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(b) Divergent flap distributions at different spanwise locations.

Figure 9. Continued.
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(c) Divergent flap lateral distributions.

Figure 9. Continued.
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(d) Sidewall centerline distributions.

Figure 9. Concluded.
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Figure 10. Nozzle internal performance for maximum A/B power configurations.
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Static pressure distributions for maximum A/B power configurations at a NPR near peak
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(b) Divergent flap distributions at different spanwise locations.

Figure 11. Continued.
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(c) Divergent flap lateral distributions.

Figure 11. Continued.
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Figure ll. Concluded.
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